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Dorm Security Systems Breached In First Week
BY ANNE MARIE PIEL
Senior Editor

Late Wednesday night, a
student was found possessing a
master combination to the
Locknetics security system. According to Director of Campus
Safety Brian Kelly, one student
witnessed another student
punching in a code into a door,
gaining access, and gloa ring that
the combination could gain access into any door on campus.
The student who witnessed
these actions reported them to a
resident assistant who called
Campus Safety. Two security
officers arrived at North Campus at approximately 1:30 a.m.
and met behind closed doors
with the resident assistant and
student. Having received a description of the perpetrator, the
Campus Safety officers knocked
on the first floor doors.
The male student demonstrated success in gaining access into doors along the corridor, but did not reveal any intent to use the code maliciously.

As a precautionary measure,
campus safety officers patrolled
the floors of all first-year dormitories and High Rise.
The same master combination was used in Jones, Elton
and North Campus. The reported master combination was
removed from the system by
Buildings and Grounds staff
going door-to-door with a
laptop computer Thursday
morning.
Trinity first installed
Locknetics security devices on
all High Rise doors last year.
High Rise was selected because
it was known for extensive dorm
damage and raucous behavior.
After a successful demonstration of withstanding physical
duress, the College elected to
install Locknetics in allfirst-year
dorms.
Personal combinations
were randomly assigned to all
students living in these dormitories. These six-digit combinations allow the students access
into their own rooms, the bathrooms and exterior doors.

However, for security reasons, combina tions were crea ted
to allow administrators, campus
safety and contractors access into
all Locknetics rooms. According to Kelly, there are more than
twenty such combinations.
"Maybe we have too many
master combinations/' Kelly
said. "We are looking at lessening the number of master combos."
To this end, Kelly outlined
the possibility of administering
one-time combinations which
could be generated for contractors and administrators when
needed. Another possibility
would be to allocate seven-digit
combinations.
Kelly emphasized that this
system has benefits which the
old lock and key system does
not. For instance, Lockentics
hardware allows for an audit of
combinations which were used
to enter each room.
On a related note, a set of
master keys was reported missing prior to the beginning of the
school year. Five women's dor-

BY CAROLYN MCGUIRE
News Writer

President Evan Dobelle recently appointed three new officers to assist in implementing
the Strategic Plan. Jim Mullen
was named Vice President of
Strategic Planning and Government Relations; Christopher
Small will be Vice President for
Enrollment Management; and
Linda S. Campanella has been
appointed Vice President for
Marketing and Public Relations.
The appointments are part of an
effort, as Campanella stated, "To
establish three positive reflections of Evan's desire that Trinity focus with a lot of energy on
some of the rather difficult and
critical challenges that confront
the institution."
Jim Mullen was previously
the Vice President for Fiscal and
Development Affairs at
Middlesex Community College
in Lowell, Mass. He also has
served as the Special Projects
Coordinator for the city of
Springfield and as the executive director for the New York• New Jersey Port Authority.

JOSH FREELY

Pictured here is one of the school's new Locknetics locks.
These locks require a personal identification number uniquie
to each student. The school can record the numbers of people
who use the door.
mitory rooms were vandalized.
In response, Buildings and
Grounds filled all keyholes with

a mixture of epoxy and toothpicks. The set of keys has yet to
be recovered.

caused art'ever- increasing detriment to both the physical facilities atTrinity College and to
During your first few days the Trinity community as an
back, some of you might have academic and socially respectnoticed large groups of fresh- ful environment. According to
mensitting outside theirdorms the Dean of Students office,
at night. Upon closer examina- dorm damage, noise disturtion, you might have noticed bances and other common conthat many of these new stu- sequences of alcohol abuse
dents had beer cans in their have necessitated this most rehands. While this, in itself, may cent step.
not seem unusual, it indicates
Associate Dean of Stuyet another change in the en- den ts KirkPe ters explained tha t
forcement of Trinity College's enforcing the alcoholpof icy will
alcohol policy.
be done in the "ruberic of deUpon the arival of the veloping community." Trinity
Class of 1999, it was announced has often been percieved as a
that alcohol would no longer "party school," and students
be permitted inside the fresh- have transfered because of the
man dormitories, except in the apparent lack of an academic
rooms of the few RAs or peer atmosphere. Through the
mentors who are 21 years old. stricter enforcement of the alWhile Trinity College's stated coholpolicy, especially with the
alcohol policy has always fol- freshmen, the Deanof Students
lowed the state law of Con- Office, Office of Residential Life
necticut, which prohibits those (ORL) and the President's ofunder the age of 21 to drink, fice hope to foster a commuthis law has never been en- nity which combines intellecforced to the extent it will be tual and social components in
an environment of mutual rethis year.
The decisionto crack d own spect. Edward SHgall Jr., assison underage drinking at Trin- tant director of ResidentalLife,
ity
came
from
the emphasized that "discipline is
Administration's feeling that just one part of the pie. A small
Please turn lo page 5
alcohol- related incidents have
Managing Editor
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Linda S. Campanella is the Vice President for Public Relations.
well to President Dobelle's at Tulsa. During his nine-year
plans. Community initiatives tenure, he served as Vice Presiwill complement an aggressive dent for Student Services from
approach to boost enrollment. 1986 to 1989. During this period,
Mullen expects to further the Small was in charge of financial
stabilization of Trinity's rela- aid, admissions and student services. Inl989SmallbecameVice
tionship with Hartford.
Trinity's community efforts President of Student and Adare currently plagued by deal- missions Services. Housing, dining, international students, recand intercollegiate
"Trinity must compete to attract the best and reational
sports, student activities and security were included in Small's
the brightest from the shrinking pool of colresponsibilities during that pelege age kids," said Campanella,
riod.
Small earned his Bachelor's
Mullen graduated from ing with a multitude of uncoor- degree from Ripon College in
Holy Cross College, and holds a dinated relationships with vari- Ripon, Wisconsin where he later
doctorate in higher education ous neighborhoods and organi- became Dean of Admissions and
from the University of Massa- zations. Mullen will be expected StudentServices. Helater earned
chusetts at Amherst. After to coordinate these efforts into a his masters degree in Colonial
UMASS, Mullen went to the cogent base.
History from the University of
Christopher Small comes
Kennedy School of Go verranent
Massachusetts at Amherst.
at Harvard where he received a from the University of Tulsa in Christopher Small's role will foOklahoma
where
he
was
the
Master's degree inpublicpolicy.
cus on recruitment, and the
Mullen'sexperienceinedu- Vice President for Administra- implementing the marketing
cational planning and govern- tion and Director of Athletics.
Wea.se turn to page 4
ment relations lend themselves Small played an extensive role
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New Electronic Locks
Pose Security Risks

only be one person using it at a time.
Only one week has transpired since students have matriculated and
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
With a master code, on the other hand,
Senior Editor
returned to Trinity College. In that short time three notable guests have
not only is there the possibility that it can
graced the campus: Professor Clay Jenkinson, Maya Angelou and
The cashiers at the Cave swear that be guessed, but if you do guess it, you
Ralph Nader.
this year's freshman class is the smartest can then tell it to all of your friends. This
Students, faculty, administrators and others from within and around
in 15 years. "Smart," however, may not only increases the chances that it will fall
the Trinity community gathered to celebrate the beginning of the
be the most correct adjective. Crafty? into the hands of someone who will use
academic school year. To President jDobelle, we extend our gratitude
it for malicious purposes.
Sly? Wily?
for inviting and securing these guests to join in our celebration. The fact
With at least 20 master codes in the
Already they have figured out ways
that these talks were so well attended lends credence to the belief that
to get more meals off the meal plan, to get system, there is one chance in 780 that a
around the alcohol policy, and most random code will open every door on
Trinity students have more on their minds than socializing.
alarmingly,
to disarm all the new eleo campus. While that may seem pretty
Trinity should continue to invite renowned scholars and lecturers
ironic locks on campus. Unfortunately, unlikely, one tenacious freshman with
to her gates. The college has reached a period of transition, and it is
in spite of the freshman class's apparent an hour of nothing better to do would
crucial that we continue to complement classroom learning with events
aptitude, the fact that the school's new easily stumble across one or more of the
which are both intellectual and entertaining. By having these quality
$100,000 lock system was defeated in less codes. That is alarming and unacceptable.
than a week is exceedingly disturbing.
speakers at Trinity, the school was able to promote itself as the fine
Mind you, there is nothing inherThe only acceptable solution is the
institution that it is. At the same time, faculty and administration
ently wrong with the new locks. By all removal of all master codes. The argushould take note that students are thirsty for more of these esteemed
accounts, the new system that has been ment for their existence has been that
guests.
ins tailed on almosthalf of thedormrooms Campus Safety and Buildings and
If the college intends to further enhance its intellectual atmosphere, is much better than the old system. What Grounds have always needed a way to
there must be more events of this caliber. The three speakers captured
has been done so poorly is the program- access rooms in an emergency. But there
ming and distribution of master combi- is nothing precluding the programming
the attention of the local media, which improves the community's
nations.
of a different code into every door for
perception of Trinity College. More importantly, they drew a large
The Tripod has learned that "over those emergency situations.
group of freshman, who are more prone to the social temptations of
20" master combinations are currently
If this were done, the discovery of a
college life.
These effects can't help but attract better students for Trinity's
future. When college counselors and potential students hear of Trinity
With at least 20 master codes in the system, there is one
college, it will be in the context of a school which can and does offer such
chance in 780 that a random code will open every door on
programming to its students. When these prospective students come to
campus. While that may seem pretty unlikely, one tenavisit, they will see a student body which attends such events.
While departmental lectures can be extremely valuable for those
cious freshman with an hour of nothing better to do
people connected with the particular field, presenters such as Jenkinson,
would easily stumble across one or more of the codes.
Angelou and Nader are able to intrigue and thus enlighten a large
portion of Trinity College. Quite simply, the orientation events were
programmed into the system. It is one of Campus Safety code for one door would
worth going to. Similar performances by the college can only further
these master codes that was stumbled not then open every other door on camuponartdquickly disseminated amongst pus. Campus Safety, Buildings and
the confidence that Trinitv is as well.

Matthew Henry '96
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the fre&Hirien. Th&rikfully, the problem
was caught early and no malicious intent
was evident. If the individual thatfound
one of the codes had waited to use it until
the campus was empty for Christmas or
Spring Break then there Would have been
far more serious consequences.
Just this year, at least five dorm
rooms were broken into after a set of
master keys was lost. Master codes, however, are even more dangerous than
master keys. With a master key there can
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Grounds, the Computer Center Staff —/
anyone who current])/ has a master code
— would each have their own individual
list of codes to each door. If one of these
lists was lost or stolen it would be easy to
track down whose list it was and deactivate their combinations.
Additionally, to make it less statistically likely that any code could be
guessed, the codes shouldbe made seven
digits long. This could easily be done
after Christmas break when all the codes
are reissued.
Until these actions are taken, no door
locked with one of the new electronic
locks can be considered secure. But after
these initialproblems are solved, the new
locks should be far superior to the old.

Policy Concerning
Letters To The
Editor:
*PleaseNote: The Tripod is published
every Tuesday while classes are in session.
Letters to The Tripoli must be received by
5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter shouldbe addressed to the
Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters willbeprinted,
although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod
will not publish any letter deemed by the
Editors to be an attack on an individual's
character or personality.
AH letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views or opinions of The Tripod. Please
limit letters to a length of five-hundred
words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
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Angered Student Speaks Out Against The New Alcohol Policy
BY MICK NARDELLI '97.
Opinion Writer

As a philosophy major at Trinity,
I thrive on pursuing the deeper meaning
in everything that occurs on campus.
Whether it be why I have to declare a
minor, or why I can not have a keg in my
room, or why, as of this academic year,
freshman can not have any alcohol of
any kind in their residence halls. It is the
last of these College regulations which I
would like to address in this article.
However, philosophically, I can not even
fathom the logic behind this rule, nor am
I willing to sit and listen to administrative authorities explain it to me; this is

any decision maki ng process, one should
weigh the cost against the benefits and
decide which outweighs the other. There
are extremely more complex philosophical ways to explain, but I think this
over-simplified definition will serve the
purpose. With this background information complete, I can journey forward
into the impossible realm of altering administrative decisions.
By banning all alcohol in freshman
resident halls, the powers that be here at
Trinity have attempted to edge the college up the ladder of U.S. News and
World Report's national rankings for
small liberal arts colleges. It seems that
in the recent years, this has be the motive

I am not crying for my beer as it has been stated before,
nor am I crying for the beer for the freshmen, but instead,
I am crying for the loss of the opportunity which I and
many others before me had; the opportunity to bond with
my classmates.
not because I am closed minded, but
because I, along with many others, have
heard the reasons before.
Last year, when the ban on kegs was
implemented while students were away
and unable to voice their opinions, the
same reasons were utilized as justification. Therefore, I do not need them simply regurgitated to me like some computer or calculator which always give
the same answer to 2 times 2. As a result
of this, I have opted to delve into a realm
which I know little about- economics.
However few times economics and philosophy clash, there is one which would
be hard to dispute. This is the idea of a
costbenefit analysis. A very simple concept for which one needs little economic
background (which is why I can talk

behind many decisions. The other reasons are just as simple: stop freshman
from drinking (as much), make it more
difficult and inconvenient to drink (on
campus), and improve the image of Trinity College. These are all admirable goals
in and of themselves, and if we lived in
Utopia, perhaps this new policy would
be an effective one. However, since we
have to settle for good old Camp Trin
Trin, this policy is nothing more than an
ineffective waste of effort. Effort on
whose part? The RA's, RC's, CC's, and
Mentors. Under this policy, not only are
the RA's in charge of dorm programming, dorm leadership, dorm counseling, but now become the dorm police.
The entire point of the RA is to build
a friendship with their residents, one on

transition to college an easier one. This
policy will only obstruct these goals.
Through no fault of the men and women
who hold the positions of RA's, RC's and
the aforementioned, their job has been
made significantly more difficult. What
person would put trust in a RA while
knowing that he or she is the campus
safety of the hall. The relationship between student and RA is only one of the
aspects of Trinity which will suffer due
to this new policy.
The most vital consequence of this
new policy has yet to be discussed. It is
here that most reasonable beings will
find the cost of the plan outweighing the
benefits. Under this new policy, the community will experience a lack of unity
within the freshmen class. When the
capability of having a gathering on one's
hall to unite the group is destroyed, the
options then become extremely limited.
Those advocates of this policy can save
their breath, because I am not crying for
my beer as it has been stated before, nor
am I crying for the beer for the freshmen,
but instead, I am crying for the loss of the
opportunity which I and many others
before me had; the opportunity to bond
with my classmates.
What upperclassrnen would go to a
party on Jones 2nd floor? Or an around
the world in Elton? The answer is none.
Those parties were exclusively freshmen,
and the opportunity to create lasting
friendships within the freshmen class
was available and utilized to its fullest
potential when I was a freshmen. Now,
the class of 1999 will be roaming to upper
class dorms, off campus bars, or simply
sitting on the steps of their residence
halls trying to enjoy a beer (by the way,
that's a great image for passing visitors).
I challenge my opposition to find
me a benefit which outweighs the breakdown of unity within the freshmen class.
Not simply now, but when the class of

Macintosh computers
are now on sale.
(Okay, now go back to whatever you were doing)

1999 are seniors, and everyone at this
school has had this aspect of the freshmen experience taken away, and the community itself is in a state of mass turmoil,
I hope the benefits which this administration is trying to reap have been worth
it.
There are several other aspects of
the policy which I could dispute, but my
point has been made. I urge the freshmen to still attempt to develop relationships with your RA's and remember that
it is not their fault. I also urge you to
develop the friendships in your class
despite the obstructions built by this administration. And finally, I urge the administration to reconsider its decision.
Forget about national rankings, for they
mean little to the students who have to
live here; although I have been told
many times that only proactive ideas are
effective here at Trinity, I sincerely hope
that despite this reactive opinion, things
will be thought through once again.
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Larger Student Body Leads To Housing Shortages
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Senior Editor

With more than the usual number of
freshmen choosing to accept Trinity's
invitation to attend, and a score of other
new factors, housing on campus hasbeen
pushed to capacity. Sophomores have
born the brunt of the housing crunch.
The Office of Residential Life (ORL) has
been forced to turn lounges into rooms,
place students in rental properties on
Allen Place, and still faces the issue of 3
women who remain without housing.
David Borus, Dean of Admissions,
stated that this year's admissions yield
— the percentageof students who choose
to accept Trinity's invitation to attend —

not the largest in Trinity's history. The
class of 1992, the largest in recent history,
numbered 524 students. Last year's
graduating class and this year's are about
average with 483 and 475 students respectively.
While the increased yield speaks
well for Trinity's reputation as an institution, it has been one of many factors
that created the housing problems. Additionally, fewer students than usual
decided to drop out or transfer over the
summer. On top of these factors, the
housing policy was changed to gaurantee
housing to transfer and twelve college
exchange students.
To cope with the increased number
of students inneed of housing, ORLmade

To cope with the increased number of students in need of
housing, ORL made many of the lounges into rooms.
Three out of the four lounges in Tunston, for example,
were turned into rooms.

JOSH FREELY

This house at 147 Allen Place was rented by Trinity to house students who were
left without housing after summer placement.

was up from 26.8% in 1994 to 29.1% in many of the lounges into rooms. Three ing rent to the college, and Neill stated
out of the four lounges in Funston, for that the amount they were paying was
1995.
"We had a good year," he said. "We example, were turned into rooms. Addi- less than regular Room and Board.
However, the two appartments on
ended up only taking about half as many tionally, ORL's student staff members
from the waiting list as the year before." were asked if they would volunteer to Allen Place have no computer network
Even with the reduced numbers have a roommate. Some two room connections, no RAs, no voice-mail, and
from the waiting list, the class still came doubles in Jarvis were also made into no AT&T ACUS service. The students
are responsible for their own phone sertwo room quads.
in large.
Still, some students were without vice, but the school will pay for its instal"It's not an exact science. We were
aiming for 485." Instead, 508 students housing. Seven students were placed in lation. Currently, however, the school
school owned app'artments at 141 and was not informed of their phone numshowed up to register for the fall.
While the class of 1999 is large, it is 147 Allen Place. These students are pay- bers. "Most of [the students on Allen
Place] will only be there for the semester," said Neill.
These are problems that Trinity is
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
liquor mart where students* can pick up still learning to deal with. "Up until
about four years ago we didn' t gaurantee
News Writer
a six pack.
This fall, stUdents^ged^ot older' •
'In response-to student input. housing beyond freshman veai,' said

Bistro To Become Beer Bar

beer Worn one of JNIW England's
microbreweries. Jon Small, Director of
tood Services for Marriott, announced
:hat the Bistro will soon be carrying a
arity of domestic, imported and
microbrewed beers for legal age drinkers.
New student identification cards
will be issued this fail to facilitate the
additionofbeertoBistro.Thenew cards
will include all students' dates of birth.
The addition of beer to the Bistro
menu is a move calculated to offer casual alternatives to off-campus drinking establishments and the expansion
of the Bistro menu for Trinity parents
and visitors, In accordance with
Conneticut State Law, no bottles will
leave the Koeppel Student Center and
the Bistro will not act as an on- campus

fro. The new Supei VV'IIP MPJI P1.UI
will allow students- iinfin.ili-d (i.itsft i
hours.Astudentmav ftvnt.U r ubbng.ib
dining services are oji«.n Meals CM i\
over from one day lo Iho next, rathei
than from week to week And a. student
may eatmore than thiw meals per day
Criticisinof thenev\ plantdineinitially because of its higher i ost. A I ej>ular fourteen-meal transtci plan to.sts
$1185 dollars while the Super \ alue
Planforl4mealswillii>st$1335dollait>
However, many students lia\L overlooked an increase i I i ens I berause of the
flexibility the Super Valui- option offers. Additionally, the transfer rate has
been boosted to $4 75 per meal
Small has praised thu primitive atmosphere generated K students and
the Marriott staff this \ ear
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Borus. Three female students are still
without housing. One is currently living
with a faculty member, another is living
in the community, and the third is living
with a friend in a dorm room. Final
information on what students are actually returning to campus this fall will be
available soon and all students should
eventually have housing. "It's a process
and we reached a bottleneck of sorts
getting that information," said Neill.
"[But] there is no question that we will be
able to house them."
On a similar note, the increased number of students has caused a furniture
shortage which left many students without beds, desks, and other furniture the
first tew days of sihiiol

Three New VPs Take Office

"x

Jim Mullen (left) was named Vice Picsident of Sli atomic Planning and FILFPI(
Government Relations; Christopher Small (right) will be Vice President for
Enrollment Management.
be considered. In the past, brochures,
Continued from page 1
strategies and an aggressive focus on pamphlets and catalogues were read with
broadening Trinity's geographical ap- less cynicism. Today, the average college aged student understands the marpeal.
Linda S. Campanella, Vice President ketplace and reads "marketing brochures
for Marketing and public relations was with a grain of salt," said Campanella.
the former Vice President of Marketing
Campanella sees students as the
and Planning for Pratt & Whitney.
"lieutenants in the marketing army," She
The College is in the process ofcom- may use student focus groups and input
pleting an analysis of the type of student to forge the admissions approach. StuTrinity normally attracts. The results of dents may be asked to fill out surveys
this study will then be used to measure and give their input about the essence of
Trinity's "position" in recruitment that statement.The three Vice Presidents
against its Liberal Arts competitors.
must create a new approach with the
Demographics show that the num- cogent base established by the past.
ber of college aged young adults is shrink- Trinity's urban setting adds a unique
ing. "Trinity mustcompete to attract the quality fewother liberal arts schools have.
best and the brightest from the shrinking
Jim Mullen will be attempting to
pool of college age kids," said expand Trinity's community relations,
Campanella.
forging tighter bonds between Trinity
To do this, the President's Office has and Hartford. The three new Vice Presichosen a strategy comparable to that of dents will work to improve Trinity's repuany business- to seek an aggressive stra- tation across the nation, to implement
tegic marketing and positioning plan. the strategic plan and to work with the
But as Campanella stated, "It can not be bountiful resources Trinity has already
a peanut butter spread to marketing, it established. All three Vice Presidents
must consider regional differences, with will have to coordinate their efforts in
order to fully implement the Strategic
a personalized approach."
•
Generational differences must also Plan.

s». -'jar-iH;•••'''
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First Year Program Begins
BY ROBYN SCHIFFMAN '97 _
News Writer
~~~
Freshman life will be a little
fresher for students this fall as
Trinity launches its new FirstYear Program.
The First-Year Program is
the first collaberation between
the offices of the Dean of Students and the Dean of Faculty,
A council comprised of faculty,
administrators and students
governs the First-Year Program.
Despite the program's apparent
virtues, many are still unclear as
to the program's objective.
The goals of the First-Year
Program are ambitious and rigorous in scope. The college is
striving to integrate the academic and residential components of the college to the extent
that the office of the First-Year
Program is located in Jones.
Another aspect of the program
is to incorporate the city of Hartford into the lives of Trinity students in an effort to educate in a
variety of contexts outside of
the classroom.
The program is designed to
increase close relations among
faculty and students by creating
more space where common interests lie and moving them be-

yond the classroom. Working in
conjunction with the Resident
Assistants,
additional
uppercjass students called AcademicMentors live inFirst-Year
residence halls. In most cases,
these Mentors are associated
with a particular seminar and
may serve as a Teaching Assistant to the seminar.
Mentors are also responsible to ensure that first-year students have the necessary computer skills, library and writing
skills that are required of them
in their First-Year Seminars. Hall
councils are one way to bring
both the First-Year Program and
The Office of Residential Life
together, as well as capitalizing
on common objectives that surround first-year students. To
add to the feeling of group unity,
First-Year Seminars are now
housed together in residence
halls.
Interdisciplinary ways of
teaching are central to Trinity's
mission as a liberal arts institution. Inclusive in this charge is
the notion that the residence hall
will be the place where learning
can continue in a variety of contexts. In addition to seminars
living in the same dorm, many
are in clusters with related

themes or reading assignments.
Mentors have the advantage of
utilizing the renovated lounges
in first-year dorms as a space
where late-night gatherings or
programs can take place and can
possibly involve more than one
seminar.
About 32 academic mentors were trained to assist firstyear students. Compensa tion for
mentors includes one course
credit, a stipend and a guaranteed single room assignment.
"The First-Year Program is
actually not anything new. We
are just building upon old
strengths that are fundamental
to Trinity's history," Associate
Professor of Psychology David
Reuman said. "The First-Year
Program seeks to promote certain objectives like involvement
in the Hartford community,
more interaction among faculty
and students and a closer connection between the academic
and residential lives of students."
Working closely with
Reuman is Karen Milner, '95,
who has taking the place of
Carolyn Wallach, '90, Associate
Director of the First-Year Program, during her maternity
leave.

Alcohol Policy Finally Enforced
Continuedfrom page ]

component of building a community based not on discipline,
but on personal responsibility.'
The job of implementing thi
enforcement plan has been given
to ORI. and thi'ir residential UK

the responsibility of responding to and reporting violations
of the alcohol policy within the
freshman dorms. The RAs are
expected to document the incident and report all violating students to ORL, as well as take
steps to rectify any situations
which are disruptive to the Trinity community. Cases would
then be turned over to ORL to
access penalties based on an investigation of the particular incident.
When the RAs first heard
about their responsibilities, several were upset with the policy,
while others feared that their
relationships with residents
would suffer because of their
police-like role. After the first
week of implementing the
policy, neither camp seems concerned. The RAs organized hall
discussions with their residents,
explaining that no alcohol in the
dorms is the policy and that the

Campus Shuttles
Trinity has continued to expand and experiment with its
shuttle services. This year there will be three different types of
shuttle operating. Two will operate out of the Campus Safety
Office: the off-campus shuttle that takes students to CVS, Finast
and The View; and the the daytime off-campus shuttle used for
internships, etc. in Hartford. The other shuttle service runs out of
the Student Life Resource Center. This shuttle is called the
Downtown Shuttle. This shuttle goes from Mather to the following places: Stop & Shop, West Farms Mall, West Hartford Center,
Silver Lanes Theatres, The Bushnell, and the Civic Center. This
Shuttle will run dowtown until 2:40am on the weekends! Other
huttle ideas are also being considered. If you have any questions
about the downtown shuttle call Beth Egan at ext. 2170.

Beware Area Codes!
As of August 1st, Hartford, as well as the rest of Central and
Northern Connecticut, will be slowly moving towards accepting
"860" as the new area code. Our familiar "203" will continue to
work for the next year and then will pass into area-code heaven.
It's probably best to start telling your friends and family about the
upcoming change so they will be sufficiently prepared.

Break-ins
A few days before the main body of students arrived on
campus, a set of keys was lost by one of the Buildings and
Irounds Staff. Soon after these keys were reported as missing,
:here were approximately five break-ins that were likely related
to the loss of the keys. Except for one incident, all robberies we're
restricted to cah and jewelery. The one exception was the loss of
a laptop computer. Campus Safety and Buildings and Grounds
are taking steps to secure the schools locks.

•W"

MATTHrw PRINCC
Drinking in upper-clabb dorms, as pictured here,
will remain virtually unaffected by the new alcohol policy.
first, but I've come around to want to drink, they can go
appreciate the policy. It makes elswhere to do that. "So far, the
the RA job easier because there new enforcement policy seems
haven't been the problems that to be working. The RAs are in
alcohol in the dorms creates."
agreement that they will enforce
There has indeed been a re- the policy, and campus safety
markable difference in the con- and ORL are committed to backditions of the freshman dorms. ing up the RA staff to this end.
Director of Campus Safety Brian
"I think it's a really tough
Kelly described the dorms as thing for us [ORL] to ask them
practically "immaculate" and [the Residential Life staff] to be
said that Mr. Silva, head of Cus- doing," Director of Residential
todial Services for Buildings & Life Sarah Neill said. Neill said
disrespectful treatment towards
When the RAs first heard about their respon- the RAs would not be tolerated.
Whether or not the current
sibilities, several were upset with the policy, practice
of freshmen drinking
directly outside their dorms will
while others feared that their relationships
be tolerated in the future is unwith residents would suffer because of their
clear. While the administration
has expressed that they do not
police-like role.
want to create a police state with
RAs simply have a job to do by Grounds, has been very im- regard to alcohol on campus,
enforcing it. Patrick McGrann pressed with the cleanliness of this current solution" conflicts
'98, a Froman Robb RA, com- all of the freshman dorms this with the spirit of the
enforcemtent policy and is not
mented that, "We worked out a year.
really an acceptable alternative
One
RA
explained
one
aslot of trust and respect. I don't
think that this is going to affect pect of the policy as the ability for the sponsoring offices. ORL
my rapport with my residents." to make choices. In the fresh- and the Dean of Students office
McGrann, who character- man dorms last year, "there was has yet to decide on any further
ized himself as one of the out- so much noise that the choice restrictions .In the meantime, the
spoken objectors to the new en- was made for you. You weren't Dean of Student's office has Set
forcement, has even changed his able to study in your dorm. Now aside $150,0(10 to sponsor altermind after observing the results if students want to study, they native, non-alcoholic, programof the policy. "I was angry at ' can do that in the dorms, if they ming for the students.
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At approximate!} 3 30«im on the morning of August 2S>th,'
two Innitj students weie walking through the Cook archway

when they and another pair of students visitng Trinity from
mother school began to exchange words. This exchange escalated as the students walked from the Cook arch to the courtyard
between Jones and Elton. At this point, one of the visiting
students initiated a fight. The emergency call box at Elton was
activated and when Campus Safety arrived they detained the
visiting assailant. The two Trinity students were both sent to the
hospital, one for head-injuries and the other for injuries incurred
from a kick to the face from the visiting student that required
surgery the next day. The visiting student was arrested by
Hartford police on the spot and is charged with second degree
ssault—assault with intent to cause serious physical injury.

Who Has The Lemon Squeezer?
There have been several ugly rumours circulating around
campus concerning the whereabouts pf the Lemon-Squeezer. As
one of the school's rnosthallowed iterns/the lemon squeezer has
had a rocky history of betrayal and robbery. It appears that even
the members ,of the recently graduated class of 1995 were unsure
of the squeezers whereabouts by the end of the year. Those few
people who are convinced that Karim Sadik-Khan has actually
tolen it and has plans to burn it are simply mis-informed.

Beware TCAC!!
With Trinity's new enforcement of the alcohol policy for
first-year students and those not yet of age, the implications for
TCAC may be quite monumental. Will TCAC be forced to have
non-alcoholic functions? Perhaps they will be forced to enforce
underage sobriety at alcoholic functions. As of right now, the
specifics of what the school's new enforcement will mean for
TCAC and its members (not to mention Greek Fest, Light and
Dark Comedy, Spring Weekend...) are being laid out. We should
now by next week.

NEWS
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Angelou, Nader And Jenkinson Wow Orientation Crowds
BY ROB TOOMEY AND
JEN ALSPACH
News Editor and Managing Editor

Supporting the theme of a
more academically minded orientation, three speakers were
brought to lecture freshmen on
a number of subjects. Poet, essayist, and academic Maya
Angelou; Ralph Nader, founder
of the consumer rights movement and Clay Jenkinson, professor of History at UNLV, appeared on three consecutive
nights starting on Saturday August 26th.
Seniorassociatedean of students Mary Thomas explained
the purpose of bringing these
lecturers on campus to the Trinity College News, "Angelou,
Naderand Jenkinson were chosen to kick off our First-Year
Program for reasons beyond
name recognition and entertainment value. Each professional
speaks to issues that will touch
students' lives while at
Trinityand after they have
graduated. These speakers conveyed inspirational messages
that will hopefully help energize students to perform well in
the classroom and in society."
As the least well known of
the three visitors, Jenkinson still
managed to fill the entire Washington Room. Jenkinson is a
historian who has dedicated a
major portion of his studies to
Thomas Jefferson. The lecture
consistedof Jenkinson taking on

the persona of the late President
and founding father and answering questions as Jefferson
would have. The performance/
lecture was begun with a rousing rendition of Connecticut federalist opinions about Jefferson
by Trinity's own, Professor Jack
Chatfield. Accusing "Jefferson"
of faulty politics, silly mindedness and ultimately delving into
the depths of personal degradation that is at the heart of Americanpoiitics. Jenkinson was next
to take the stage to calmly refute
some of the claims made by
Chatfield and to give the audience a feel for ho w Jefferson himself had approached politics.
Jenkinson then took questions
from the audience that ranged
from historical questions about
Jefferson's actions to what
Jefferson would say about the
state of politics in America today. After these questions,
Jenkinson stepped out of the
guise of Jefferson and answered
questions as a historian. It was
truly an interesting experience
to wade into history so fully and
to get an idea of what politics
must have been like at the beginning of this country and to
see that even then, the conflict
b etween personal and public life
pervaded politics.
Maya Angelou comes
to the college with need of little
introduction. Her autobiography, I Know Why The Caged
Bird Sings, was a national
bestseller. She composed and
read her poem "On the Pulse of

Morning" for President
Clinton's Inauguration in 1993.
In addition, Angelou is an accomplished poet and social commentator, presently holding a
teaching post at Wake Forest
University. As usual, her presence and humor quickly put the
crowd gathered in Oosting gym
into her able hands. Speaking
on things ranging from visiting
the library to appreciating romance and sensuality, she mixed
poetry with laughter and occasionally measured her voice to

become quietly serious. It is fair
to say that everyone who attended, including the first-year
students, were significantly enlightened by what she had to
say.
Ralph Nader, the final
speaker of the week, sent the
students off with an inspirational message to begin their
college careers. He opened his
talk by asking the audience
"What do you want to do with
your life?" After a "successful"
life, will you really feel like you

have done something meaningful? Nader offered a solution for
finding such meaning in your
life—acivicworth. Civicworth
is a measurement of how much
a person has put his efforts into
finding solutions to the problems which plague our world,
fixing what you don't think is
right. Nader then shifted this
message onto wha t s tudents can
doatTrinityCollege. Hewarned
students that "you cannotsavor
everything that Trinity has to
offer just by doing well in your

If you would like to know
more about Ralph Nader's
efforts and how they could
apply to you, come by the
Dean Of Student's Office.
Ralph Nader donated books
to Trinity College for student
perusal.
-.-'a

SGA Elections

fHtilSr

Wednesday, Sept. 13th
Petitions due Friday, Sept. 8th
in Student Activities.
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Presidential Race 1996
LAMAR ALEXANDER: The Unknown Outsider
BY K.MICHAEL DERBY
Political Writer

Despite his eight year tenure as governor of Tennessee and his two years of
service in the Bush Cabinet as secretary
of education, Lamar Alexander remains
unknown to the American public. However this may serve Alexander's presidential ambitions. Large segments of the
general public and the Republican party
already know and may have unfavorable opinions of a number of the other
candidates in the G.O.P. presidential pri-

if elected to the White House, he promises to hand a large number of federal
agencies over to the states and local governments. He also hopes to see a citizen
legislature in Congress by cutting
congressmen's pay and keeping them in
session for a shorter period of time.
Alexander believes this would bridge
the current gap between the American
people and the federal government. However Alexander also stresses that the ills
that currently plague America can not be
cured by justreforming government. He
urges more Americans to be more re-

Alexander's whole campaign focuses on the theme that the
federal government has become the "arrogant empire"
and needs to be reformed and opened to the average citizen.
mary. Alexander looks to draw support
from voters who are disgusted by Washington insiders (such as Senators Bob
Dole, Phil Gramm, Richard Lugar, and
Arlen Specter) and are frightened by the
more conservative canddiates (such as
Pat Buchanan, Bob Dornan, and Alan
Keyes). Alexander's campaign will not
have to take Dole and the others on in the
first primaries.
The Tennessee Republican looks to

defeat California Governor Pete Wilson
in Iowa and New Hampshire and claim
the coveted title of "Washington outsider."
Alexander's whole campaign focuses on the theme that the federal government has become the "arrogant empire" and needs to be reformed and
opened to the average citizen. Alexander
insists that the public can run Washington much better than politicians can and,

PAT BUCHANAN: Campaign Going Right
Buchanan may just well pull off the
greatest upset in Republican party politics since dark horse Wendell Willkie
The surprise of the Republican presi- defea ted Robert Taft and Thomas Dewey
dential contest so far has been the suc- at 1940's G.O.P. convention. Unlike most
cess of Patrick J. Buchanan, the colorful of the other candidates, Buchanan has
conservative commentator and speech articulated such a strong platform that
K.MICHAEL DERBY
Political Writer

servative voters who distrust big business as much as they distrustbig government. While Buchanan's campaign does
not have the financial resources that Bob
Dole's, Phil Gramm's and Lamar
Alexander's posses, Buchanan haslooked
impressive in straw polls and media polls
across the nation.
This summer he triumphed in the
Virginia strawpoll with 57% support,
burying the other candidates. In the recent Iowa strawpoll Buchanan came in
third with 18%. At Ross Perot's United
We Stand Conference in Dallas, the crowd
rallied behind Buchanan as they did no
other presidential candidate. The cries of
"Go, Pat, Go!" from thousands of Perot
supporters send a clear message to the
Republican party; the one non politician
in the field is more trustworthy than
career politicians. Clearly, as columnist
Robert Novak noted, Buchanan was the
"unquestioned winner" of Perot's conference.
Pat Buchanan's candidacy in 1992
when he took on President George Bush
was a symbolic one. He scored no victories but had a number of impressive
showings, especially in key primary
states like New Hampshire and Georgia.
This time, with a divided field of candidates and no incumbent president,
Buchanan must be regarded as a contender for the Republican nomination.
While this threatens to further divide the
G.O.P., Buchanan seems ready for battle
once again and his conservative populist
platform spells a clear message for voters.
With the exception of fringe candidate Alan Keyes, no Republican candidate is against abortion as Buchanan is.
His calls for defending the "national heritage" against politically correct revisionists has also helped make his candidacy
stronger with such groups as the Christian Coalition. Buchanan also has called
for defending the Confederate heritage
in the South which has helped his chances
in that all important region.

While Dole may lose votes to another like minded candidate, the only
likely candidate who would rob
Buchanan of votes is Alan Keyes. Even
Phil Gramm, the other major contender
for the nomination who hopes to win the
battle with votes from the right, has not
won the heart of Southern conservatives,
evangelical Christians, and right to lifers
as Pat Buchanan has. Furthermore, with
the exception again being Keyes,
Buchanan is the most articulate orator in
the Republican field. He is a master debater and was clearly hurt in 1992 because he could not go toe to toe with
George Bush.
On Meet The Press this summer,
Buchanan took on Pennsylvania Sena tor
Arlen Specter, a dark horse candidate for
the nomination, and destroyed him. In
February this year, all of the major candidates except Dole and California Governor Pete Wilson met in a debate at the
New Hampshire state Republican convention and Buchanan looked as sharp
as ever.
If there is a low turn out in a key
primary state, especially New Hampshire where Buchanan has campaigned
heavily, the conservative commentator
could turn a win into what he is looking
for: a battle between Bob Dole and Pat
Buchanan to determine the future of the
Republican party.
The other candidates should not underestimate Pat Buchanan's chances in
1996. As public resentment grows agains t
both the Democratic president and a Republican congress which could deliver
all it said it could, this may be a year
when a fiery isolationist who has never
held public office could well defeat a
Washington insider. Buchanan could
well paint Dole as a dealmaking servant
to the special interests and to big business or as a politician with no principles.
This strategy could be very effective for
Buchanan and possibly very harmful to
Republican unity.

sponsible in a number of areas by being
more active citizens on the local level.
Alexander continues to play on the
theme of being the only "outsider" in the
race despite his service in the Bush cabinet. Conservative commentator Pat
Buchanan and California Governor Pete
Wilson have attacked Alexander's claim
while stressing that they are the true
Washington outsiders in the race. When
the Tennessee Republican faces those two
other candidates in the coming contest
he may ignore Buchanan and remind
Wilson of his eight years service in the
U.S. Senate.
Alexander hasmade a point of walking through small towns in New Hampshire wearing a red flannel shirt and
khaki trousers to show that he is a "man
of the people" and "one of you." The
Southerner is making progress in New
Hampshire and other key states and currently is in fifth place in most polls behind Dole, Gramm, Buchanan, and Wilson.
What Alexander looks to do is make
himself well known through his campaigning and not through any action
that would be deemed controversial. He
hopes to turn the race into a contest between insider Dole and outsider
Alexander. But this does not seem likely.
Earlier this year Alexander failed to give

a straight answer on where he stands on
abortion. The more conservative wing of
the Republican party will likely turn to
either Gramm or Buchanan leaving
Alexander without a base of support to
challenge Dole. Even in his native South,
Alexander remains vulnerable. While
strong in Tennessee, Alexander is trapped
between Buchanan and Gramm.
Buchanan is prepared to take Virginia
and do well in the Carolinas. Gramm
looks to take his native Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Mississippi, and Alabama.
Alexander make take Georgia and North
Carolina (a state Dole looks to win). He
could defeat Dole and Indiana Senator
Dick Lugar in Kentucky. But unless either Gramm or Buchanan fade,
Alexander maybe not just a Washington
outsider but also an outsider in his home
region. That would greatly hurt, and
probably kill, any hopes Alexander has
of winning the White House.
Alexander does have one hope. Next
to Gramm, Alexander has raised the most
money. He will have to spend it in order
to introduce himself to the American
people and hope they are captivated by
his image of the outsider. But he may
remind too many Republicans of other
outsiders from the South-namely Jimmy
Carter and the man all Republicans are
gunning for this year; Bill Clinton.

JOB
OPPORTUNITY
-1999!!
Looking for a way to earn some
extra spending money? Here s 2
simple way to do it..
WORK AT CLASS OFFICER
ELECTIONS!
Wednesday, September 13th
9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Mather Campus Center Lobby

The Alumni Office needs
responsible, trustworthy students
like you and your friends to helprun
the election polls for Senior, Junior
and Sophomore class officers. If
you're willing and able to work at
least one hour between 9 a.m. and 7
p.m. on Sept. 13th, then call Karen
Isgur, class advisor, at ext. 2406 or email her at KarenJsgur for more
information. Don't forget to ask
Karen about other opportunities to
work for the Alumni Office at events
like Parents' Weekend, Homecoming,
Reunion and manymore!!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Around
Trinity
A Touch Of Class
Around Trinity was impressed by Ralph
Nader, the preeminent speaker on consumer advocacy who lectured at Trinity
early last week. While the speech dragged
on a bit too long, anyone who donates back
his entire $4,000 speaking fee to the college
can ramble on as long as he want.

M&M's Make Friends, But Beds
Make Lovers
Around Trinity's back is still aching for
the first week without a bed or mattress
and is contemplating signing up for Massage Therapy. Buildings and Grounds delivered AT's bed a little less than a week
ago and has supposedly remedied the bed
shortage. Desks, book shelves, and chests
are still in short supply. On a related note,
a student from abroad was placed in a
lounge in Funston due to the housing shortage. Not only did the room have no furniture what so ever, but it still had the lounge's
coke and candy machine. AT, however,
would be willing to swap a desk for the
coke machine anytime.
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LECTURES
Class Officer Election

Wednesday, Sept 6th

Petitions to run for president, vice president, or
secretary of the classes of '96, '97 and '98 are due tomorrow, September 6th! Return them to Karen Isgur, class
advisor, in the Alumni Office, ext. 2406 or call Karen if you
need an extension. Elections will be held on Wednesday,
September 13,1995 in the Mather Hall lobby. The polls
willbe open from 9 a.m.to 7 p.m.. Write-in candidates will
be accepted as well as absentee ballots if you are unable to
get to the polls. Please contact Karen if you have any
questions. REMEMBER, YOUR VOTE WILL MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE!

7 p.m.

The Women's Studies Program is presenting in the
Rittenberg Lounge "The Debate on Family Values" given
by StephanieCoontz, professor of history at Washington
State University. She is also the author of The Way We
Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia.

Saturday, Sept. 16th
A forum on "Convicting the Innocent — Miscarriages of Justice Why They Happen, How to Prevent
Them" is going to be held in Aetna Insurance Home
Office Auditorium located at 151 Farmington Ave. in
Hartford. The speakers and participants consist of
many noted and renowned figures: Arthur Miller,
Pulitzer Prize winning playwright, Richard Ofshe, Professor of Social Psychology at Berkerley, Hugo Bedau,
Professor of Philosophy at Tufts University, and others.
The is forum sponsored by the Friends of Richard
Lapointe and Association for Retarded Citizens of Connecticut. There is a $25 fee if preregis tered and $35 at the
door (This includes coffee, lunch and parking). For
more information call (860) 953-8335.

The class with the largest percentage of voting members
will win a free pizza party sponsored by the Alumni Office1.

Trinity Hillel
Every Thursday night at 9:00p.m. it's Seinfeld Nights
atHillel. Free snackand big screen TV. For more information call David Weiner x3396.
On Friday night Sept. 8th starting at 6:00 p.m. there
is a celebration at Hillel. 20 minutes of brief service
followed by great food. Call Lisa x2280.

Trinity Christian Fellowship
Come by Alumni Lounge (Second Floor Mather) at
6:30 on Sunday night and come and enjoy the company,
free snacks. For more information call Karen x3361.

Does your organization want to make an
ANNOUNCEME3MT?
Send Your Announcement to
The Tripod — Box 702581

Chief Idiot
Around Trinity has been struck by the
beauty of mefreshman class. Not as struck,'
adik-Khan (wfto cftooses to be calle<
"Chief Idiot"). Chief Idiot approached the
Dean of Admissions, David Borus, to express his gratitude for a fine cash crop. The
conversation then turned to corn and
whether pork bellies were on the rise.

Don't "Do It"
An aspiring entrepreneur got a little
too ambitious with arriving students. The
coercive capitalist was found following
freshmen around orientation and hassling
them to buy t-shirts. Campus Safety removed the pesky profiteer — concerned
that parents of the incoming freshmen
would be disturbed by the notion of all the
ways their sweet little babies could "Just
Dolt."

119765
In light of the recent discovery of master combinations to locksbeing handed out
at the View, Around Trinity would suggest
that if you ever forget' your combo you
should simply head down the hill for a
beer.

Softer Size Of Sears
Rumor has it that the renovation of the
president's house was almost four times
over budget. Around Trinity heard that the
china service alone cost $100,000 — one
fourth of the entire project. Now that
they've fixed what might have been the
ugliest buildingon campus, ^ITwonders if
the "Siding From Sears" people can work
their same magic on Austin Arts and
McCook.

Happy Birthday Mrs. President
Around Trinity would like to congratulate Edith Hunting "Kit" Jones Dobelle on
her recent birthday (9/2/95).

under Tripod in Docex.

CINESTUDIO
The Wild Bunch

,

Tue 7:30 p.m.

(1969) Director: Sam Peckinpah. Screenplay by Peckinpah and Walon Green, based on a story by Walon Green and
Roy N. Sickner. Cast: William Holden, Ernest Borgnine, Robert Ryan, Jamie Sanchez. Every few years, a film like Taxi
Driver or Pulp Fiction jumps out and becomes a lightning rod for the debate on violence, morality and the art of film. In
1969, that film was Sam Peckinpah's The Wild Bunch, Different from anything that came before it, this film's wide screen,
slow motion gunfights and its story of world-weary outlaws on the run in Mexico has inspired wide interpretations:
everything from the end of The Western to the American wartime experience in Vietnam. Don't miss out on the director's
cut of this movie classic, screened as it was meant to be seen - in a sparkling new 70mm Dolby Stereo print! 144 min.

Last Tango in Paris

Wed - Sat 7:30 p.m.

(Italy-France, 1972) Director: Bernardo Bertolucci. Screenplay by Bertolucci and Franco Arcalli. Cast: Marlon
Brando, Maria Schneider, Jean-Pierre Leaud. Cinestudio is proud to present a long-awaited new print of Bernado
Bertolucd's (1900, The Sheltering Sky) masterpiece of eroticism and melancholy. Dangerous, pensive, bitter, charismatic
and sexually charged, Marlon Brando bares his soul in a largely improvised role as an aging American in Paris. Still reeling
from his wife's death, he enters into a series of anonymous erotic encounters with Jeanne, a young Parisian woman
(Schneider) who is bored by her fiance. Jean-Pierre Leaud, frequent star of films by Truffaut and Godard, brings a light
touch as Jeanne's hilariously pretentious boyfriend. Rated X - no one under 18 admitted. 127 min.

The Brady Bunch Movie

Fri Sat 10:10 p.m.

(1995) Written by Betty Thomas. Screenplay by Sherwood Schwartz. Cast: Shelly Long, Gary Cole, Ann B. Davis. If
you're looking for a late show that will scare you out of your senses, look no further - they're ba-ack! Somehow the Bradys
have made it to the 90s, though stuck in a time bubble with astro-turfed backyards, polyester pantsuits and avocado
appliances intact. The return of the B. Bunch, complete with cameos by RuPaul and Ann B. Davis, the original Alice, has
the same hyper-real quality that had us howling in the 70s. Marsha's hair is still her burning obsession and Jan is hearing
voices, as Mom & Dad continue to spout over-the-top optimistic homilies for the benefit of all. Be Afraid. Be very afraid.
89 min.

The Glass Shield

Sun 2:30; Mon, Tue 7:30 p.m.

(1995) Written and directed by Charles Burnett. Cast: Michael Boatman, Ice Cube, Lori Petty. Charles Burnett's (The
Killer of Sheep, To Sleep with Anger) newest film has widened the already growing conviction among critics that he is one
of the best American directors, black or white, working today. His daring new cop movie is unlike any other ever made:
it contains no violence, no sex, no obscenities - just an intensely dramatic story of a black rookie who learns that to be
accepted in a racist police force, he must join the framing of an innocent man. Michael Boatman's slow coming to awareness
as the idealistic young cop is a heartbreaking tour de force, and Ice Cube brings a streetwise edge to his role as the petty
criminal set up as a murderer. An eerie, stylized work with a film noir look arid a lasting effect on its viewers. One of the
most poetic filmmakers of our time-George Brown, Village Voice.
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ARTS
Tuesday, Sept. 5th through Oct. 5th
This month, the University of Connecticut's William
Benton Museum of Art is featuring "The 30th Annual Art
Department Faculty Exhibition." Special emphasis is
placed on works by Sal Scalora and Deborah Muirhead.
Hours are 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays through
Fridays and on the weekend from 1 to 4:30 p.m.. Free
admission. Call (860) 486-4520.

Friday, Sept. 8th
The Scotland Consort will be playing at Borders
Books and Music in Manchester. They perform an eclectic
range of music from Renaissance, Baroque to ethnic. Free
admission. Call (860) 649-1433.

Rock musical "Chess" with lyrics by Tim Rice (Evita,
Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor DreamCoat and Jesus

Christ Superstar) will be performed at Repertory Theater
in New Britian. On Fridays and Saturdays at 8:15 p.m.,
Sunday at 7:15 p.m. and on Oct. 7 at 2:15 p.m.. Call box
office at (860) 223-3147. Admission: $15.

The Farmington Valley Arts Center is displaying a
collection of contemporary crafts from the San Francisco
Bay area. "Everything Under the Sun" is a broad range
of West Coast crafts from recycled metal art to clothing.
The Gallery is open 11a.m. - 5 p.m.on Wednesdays,
12p.m. - 4p.m. on Sundays. For more information call
(860) 678-1867.

3:30 p.m.

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra will be present- I
ing "Kids, Cartoons and Classical Music" in conjunction
with Connecticut Public Radio at Borders Books and
Music in Farmington. Free admission. For more informa- |
tion call Jomarie at (860)674-8110.

SIGN-UPS start for AIR BALL in Student Life Resource Center. Wining Team Members receive $25 in
Munch Money

Thursday, Sept. 7th
8:00 p.m.

Trivial Pursuit in the Cave

12:00 a.m.

Midnight Movie "Fletch" in the Cave

Friday, Sept. 8th

Acclaimed independent recording artist, Ani
DiFranco will perform at Smith College's John M. Greene
Hall at 8:00 p.m.. For more information call Tracy Hill at
(201) 635-3146.

8:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m

Through October 7th
Saturday, Sept. 9th - Oct 15th

10:00 p.m

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of the Opera is
playing at the Bushnell Theater this month. The Phantom
is a beautiful tale of a genius condemned for his deformed
face and his rivalry with an opera patron for a beautiful
rising soprano. Story based on a novel by Gaston Loureax.
For tickets or more information call (860) 246-6807 or
Ticket Master (860) 525-4500. Student Rush Tix also
available: 1 hour before curtain at box office only.

Monday, Oct. 30th

Y

Wednesday, Sept. 6th

Friday, Sept. 15th - Oct 7th

Saturday, Sept. 23rd

Sunday, Sept. 10th
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7:30 p.m.

The Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir will be
performing the intensely vibrant music composed by the
highly acclaimed Arvo Part in Trinity College Chapel.
Kalijuste will lead the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber
Choir with the Tallinn Chamber Orchestra in its contemporary musical interpretation of Estonian culture. $12
General /$8 Discount.
>

2:00 p.m.

Dessert Island in the Cave
All College Dance Cruise departs
from Mather Hall $5 (buy tick
• etsinSLRC))
"Outbreak" McCook Auditorium
Midnight Movie Run $3 departs
from Mather Hall (sing up in
Mather
BBQ on the Cave patio

Saturday,!Sept. 9th
9:00 a.m.

4:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
1:00 a.m.
2:00 a.m.

Neighborhood Clean Up departs
from Bistro(sign up at Commu
nity Sevice Office)
Hebron Harvest Fest departs
from Mather Hall(sign up in
SLRC)
Roller Skating $2 departs from
Mather Hall (sign up in SLRC)
"Outbreak" McCook Audito
rium
"Fletch" in the Cave
S'mores & More on the
Cave Patio

Sunday, Sept. 10th
10:00 a.m

Mystic Aquarium Trip $4 departs Mather Hall(sign up in
SLRC)

For more information on any of these events,
call SLRC at x2170

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 p.m.
For more information call 232-2820
Under Siege 2 (R) 7:15,9;30
Nine Months (PG-13), 9:40

Showcase Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike, Newington
Price: $3.50 before 6:00 p.m.; $5.50 all other shows
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Sept. 5 -Thursday, Sept. 9.
The Indian in the Cupboard (PG) 2:15,4:15,7
A Kid in King Arthur's Court (PG) 9:10
Nine Months (PG-13) 2, 4:20, 7:20, 9:30
Under Siege 2 (R) 9:20
Free Willy 2 (PG) 2:30,4:30,7:10

S h o w c a s e C i n e m a ~ 936 Silver Lane, East Hartford
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 p.m.; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Sept. 5 -Thursday, Sept. 9.

'

Waterworld (PG-13) 11:10,1:50,4:35,7:20,10
- Virtuosity (R) 9:30
Usual Suspects (R) noon, 2:15, 4:30, 7, 9:25
The Show (R) 1:15,3:15,5:15, 7:55,10
The Prophecy (r) 12:05,2:30,5:20,8,10:20
The Net (PG-13) 7:15,9:40
Something to Talk About (R) 7:40,9:55
Pocahontas (G) 11:20,1:10,3:10,5:10
Mortal Kombat (PG-13) 11:40,2:10,4:55,7:30,9:45
Magic in the Water (PG) 11:35,2:05, 4:50, 7:10,9:20
Lord of Illusions (R) 11:30,1:55,4:25,7:45,10:15
Kids (not rated) 9
Desperado (R) 11;15,1:45,4:10,7:35,10:10
Dangerous Minds (R) 11:55,2:20,4:45,7:50,10:05
Clueless (PG-13) 11:50,2,4:20,7:25
The Baby-sitters Club (PG) 11,1/3,5
Babe, the Gallant Pig (G) ll;05,1:05,3:05,5:05
Arabian Knight (G) 11:15
Apollo 13 (PG) 7:05,9:50
The Amazing Panda Adventure (PG) 11:45,2:25,4:40,7

Chapel Happenings
Sunday, September 9th: 1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist,
Rev. William Starr, Chaplain with Chapel
Singers.
Sunday, September 9th; 5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic
Mass with Father Ray Smialowski

Classifieds
Help Wanted
LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER on East
Coast looking for Campus Rep to promote Kodak SPRING
BREAK TRIPS "Guaranteed'' lowest'package prices and
best incentives.r You handle the sales ...We handle the
bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando & Key West. EARN BIG $$$ AND/OR FREE
TRIP(S)... GREAT FQR RESUME!!!
CALL 1-800-222-4432

Help Wanted
SPRING BREAK '96—SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH &
GO FREE!!! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus
representatives. LowestratestoJamaica,Cancun,Daytona
and Pananma City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.
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Membere Of The Class Of 1996 Reflect On Experiences Abroad
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

Our first week back is now
behind us, and for seniors, it is
the beginning of the end. Members of the Class of 1996 have
returned from a year of
galavanting around the world,
and are back to share their
unique experiences.
Although it is difficult to
describe such a powerful experience in only a few words,
here's a sampling of their adventures abroad:
Tammy Alfred '96, studied at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. She enjoyed travelling all over the country as well
as hiking in the desert and the
Galilee.
Tammy commented on the
dynamic nature of the nation
and its people: "Israel is by far
one of the most culturally amazing countries - it's traditional,
yet constantly changing."
Ann Cheney '96, attended
Trinity's Rome Campus last fall.
Ann was excited about the
, amazing location of the campus, which is situa ted on one of
the seven hills of Rome. She
and her friends would often
walk down the hill to Circus
Maximus where the ancient
chariot races took place.
Katharine Parker '96, spent
the year in Athens, Greece/
through "College Year in Athens." The program is one of the
oldest programs for students
studying abxoad.
" ' Tftcrtigh 'she oTigmauy in(endecl on spending the fall in
Athens and the spring at
Trinity's Rome campus, after
only a few days in Athens she
decided to stay the year.
"I met so many people that
I now have a reason to go back
next year -1 have both friends
and job offers to return to....
One of the best things was being a non-Greek person who
speaks fluent Greek. The
Greeks loved that."
ie-.ts that she is
\

an abroad student who went
abroad, (her home town is in the
south of England) and jokes that
"it is confidential which experience I rate higher."
Mark Thacker '96, returned
from Morocco with a new perspective on what it means to be
abroad. Mark originally chose
to study abroad to "get away
from the whole Trinity scene."
However he realized that there
is so much more to gain from
living amongst peoples of another culture. "Trinity should
.promote everyone and anyone
to go somewhere."
Stephanie Mandell '96,
travelled to Zimbabwe through
Syracuse for the spring semester, where she stayed with a family for the duration of her time
abroad.
"Itfi tall of the criteria of the
cliches of studying abroad learning about yourself, learning about American culture and
learning about that culture. It's
difficult to sum it up so many
words."
Rob Toomey '96, studied
independently at the University
of Sydney during the fall semester. "Europe is old hat, you can
go there on a vacation whenever you want. I went to Australia to take advantage of a rare
opportunity to study and live in
oneofthemostineredibleplaces •
in the world. You're crazy if
you don't study abroad."
Shara Abraham '96, after
spending her fall semester in
Copenhagen, Denmark, ventured futthet to St. Petersburg,
Russia, for six- weeks this past
summer.
She participated in a
homestay / language immersion
program. "The greatest part
about my program was living
with a Russian family. It enabled me to gain a first hand
perspective of what Russianlife
is really like. The most rewarding aspect of my summer was
being able to engage in conversation with my host.,, in Russian! I sometimes had to lake a

step back to grasp all that I was
experiencing."
Nora Murphy '96, went to

tation as the music capital of
Australia was another reason
that lured her there. "If you go

"One of the best things about my experience
was the sheer cultural interaction of being
surrounded not by Americans alone, but by
students both from Holland and from the
Erasmus program.
- Josh Sanderson '96
Melbourne, Australia, through
Butler University's program.
She choose Melbourne over
Sydney because she felt the latter would be swarming with
Americans. Melbourne's repu-

away, it's up to you to have a
good time, and I did."
Josh Sanderson '96, spent
the spring semester in
Maastricht, The Netherlands,
through The Center for Euro-

pean Studies. The university
where he studied is a part of the
Erasmus student exchange network which brings students
from all over Europe into
Maastricht, thus creating an international atmosphere.
"One of the best things
about my experience was the
sheer cultural interaction of being surrounded not by Americans alone, butby students bo tit
from Holland and from the
Erasmus program. Having a
chance to live among them everyday as well as exchange ideas
in the classroom was just the
beginning of an amazing experience."

"Freshman Frustration" And who said Trinity students were apathetic? The above sculpture,
whose materials were "provided" by Buildings & Grounds, is evidence of a growing resentment
of current college regulations concerning the social life of Trinity's student body, particularly the
freshmen class. As a certain group of residents of Jones Hall have shown, students are apparentl)
beginning to speak out about their vexation with college policies which they deem to be unjust.
The above creation by residents of Jones first floor specifically addresses the new drinking policy.
The piece, entitled Freshman Frustration, includes a sign that reads: "A testament to those students
who are surpressed by the prohibition of the freshmen dorms." The monument to the "Freshmar
Experience" was taken apart this-past Saturday, however, when one student needed his mattress
back. Word has it, another project is in the works...

ONI THE QUAD... TRINITY TALKS

What do you think of the new drinking policy on campus?
] \i it\\An<.K'%jjg!i!jfp *te
"['eiMniallv, I don't!
HMII\ O-.C !

I'mZl. buti think
thattlu-

2l- Will j.'f«'«lML?i\
liy J n d

by
g in their
ji:oms/do:m; more

par'.ics.

JOHN O'liAKA 'lJ7«Aith C UllISiOI'ilEil Kl \i"5J\C '95
SludenU have l:i realize lh.it this ss just a step. We all know
hat's happening. \ m \ U's just small increments, bur ifs Hea>thaf She college, wanls to go the \va\ oi Amherst and Wiili JHIS...
if';* political; Thoonlv reason they're doing it is because it'll
pmbahl} pive us a bigger endoiv?iu»'U and rpise our standing in
U.S. '.Vprld.& \'_evvi it basically violates our freedom to
associate and assemble."
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Trinity Welcomes The Class of 1999, Takes A Look At Orientation
BY SHARA ABRAHAM & WHITNEY
POMEROY
Ventures Editors

The Class of 1999 consists of 508
students, making it the largest class entering Trinity since 1982.
The incoming freshmen class represents more than 350 schools across the
nation, in addition to twelve foreign countries. .
In the Trinity College News, Dean
of Admissions David Borus '68 surmised
that "The yield on our offers of admissionincreased and we consequently have
an unusually large and able group' of
students joining us this fall."
The largest percentage of the Class
of 1999 hails from Massachusetts, followed by Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey and California. Minority students
comprise 16.5 percent of the Freshmen
class.
The Freshmen arrived on campus

overwhelming. They just threw so many
papers at us... I still haven't finished all
the paperwork!"
Alyssa Daigle '99 of Tewksbury, MA,
echoed the same sentiment, "there were
just too many things going on at once."
Yet even in the midst of nonstop
activity, freshmen acknowledged the usefulness of orientation. Jay Sawyer '99 of
Winchester, Massachusetts, noted how
it enabled students to meet one another:
"Orientation was really good — it gave
us a lot of activities that made us get to
know one another... it wasn't too cheesy."
One of the more popular events was
a performance by the musical group
Glister, formerly known as Gus. The
band was a welcome surprise for the
freshmen on their first night of college.
On a more serious note, freshmen
attended a student-written, directed and
performed play, "Day Four," and a presentation entitled "In The Dark," "Day

One of the more popular events was a performance by the
musical group Guster, formerly known as Gus. The band
was a welcome surprisefor the freshmen on their first
night of college.
for orientation on Saturday, August 26th.
Orientation consisted of a variety of activities and group meetings to help students acclimate themselves to the new
college environment.
Though a number of freshmen acknowledged that the four activity-filled
days were useful as well as fun, some
freshmen often felt somewhat overwhelmed by the busy schedule and all
the information they needed to absorb in
a short period of time.
Lindsay Mustard'99,of Dover, Massachusetts, said that "it was all really

Four" addressed date rape, while "In
The Dark" was a discussion encompassing issues pertinent to college life.
Orientation culminated with visiting speakers Clay Jenkinson, Maya
Angelou and Ralph Nader.
In years past, freshmen relied upon
The Viewbook as an introductory guide to
acquaint them with the Hartford area.
We, the Features editors of the Trinity
Tripod, thought we'd spice tilings up a bit
this year with our own supplement to
The Viewbook. But freshmen, be careful
not to believe everything that you hear.

,7

Tips for the Freshmen
• For a scenic New England Running route: The
Broad St. Loop
• Where to spend a wild Friday night: Sigma Nu
• Prestigious Celibacy Club: Delta Delta Delta
• A gFeat first date location, particularly if you're
looking for an elegant atmosphere and fine
dining: The View
• Bargain Bookshopping: Gallows Hill
•Spacious upperclassmen housing for next year:
Jarvis Singles
• Challenging courses you might want to avoid in
an effort to keep your schedule pretty light:
Plants and People; Essential Applications of
Math; Body Mechanics
• How to avoid long Mather lunch lines: try the
Cave
• Want to find a new, fun bar to hang out at?
Buddy's Cafe on Zion St.
• A quiet place to gather with your friends: PSKJ
basement
• Useful tool for fixing up your I.D.: scotch tape
(works like a charm)
• Person to share a beer with: Your R.A. (oops!
That was last year)
•Whereto buy beer on campus: The Bistro (oh,
sorry, we forgot you're not 21 yet.)

e Delivery 7 days a week
Friday & Saturday 1 lam - 4am
Sunday - Thursday 1 lam - Sam
SUBS AND GRINDERS
BLT, Meatball, Cooked Salami, Genoa Salami, Pepperoni, Tuna,
Ham & Cheese, Sausage, Meatless, Eggplant

PIZZAS

HALF $4.00

Our pizzas are made using a high gluten Dakota
dough with a rich sauce of piquant herbs and spice
simmered lightly ina mix of fresh and Chilean plum
tomatoes.

SMALL (12")
Topping
MEDIUM
Topping
LARGE
Topping

...

$4.00
$0.50

$7.00
$1.00
$14.00
$2.50

SPECIALTY PIZZAS
Red Veggie Design

$8.50/13.00/23.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach,
broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc...

White Veggie Design $8.50/13.00/23,00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered
with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, frexh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

WHOLE $5.00

Italian, Roast Beef, Turkey, Veal, Turkey & Bacon, Chicken
Parmigiana, Pastrami, Steak & Cheese
HALF $4.25
WHOLE $5.75

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB $8.00
Plenty for two!

DINNERS
Linguine Mediterranean

$6.95

Pasta tossed with sauteed chicken breast,
artichokehearts, roasted peppers & black olives.

Blackened Chicken

$7.50

Blackened with Mazen's herbs and spices. Served over
Rice Pilaf with a cajun sauce.
Garden Pasta
$6.95
Fettuccine noodles sauteed in a medley of fresh vegetables, cream & fresh parmesan cheese.

'""Sh
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Looking To The Future: Ralph
Nader On Student Activism
SHARA ABRAHAM
Features Editor

On Tuesday, August 29th,
Trinity welcomed Mr. Ralph
Nader to speak to members of
the college community on issues ranging from student activism to community advocacy.
Mr. Nader's candid yet eloquent speech, and the discussion that ensued, touched on
aspects of what Mr. Nader re-

While some may argue
"Whathas Hartford done for us
lately," we should be careful to
disregard Hartford's rich history. Hartford welcomed Trinity when the school was founded
by Reverend Brownell in 1823;
perhaps we are no longer such
welcome neighbors. Trinity
should continue to recognize its
responsibility for its neighborhood. A vibrant college campus
is all but meaningless if it can-

For the majority of the student body, there is
still time to relax in an oasis called Trinity
College. For the Class of 1996, Mr. Nader's
sentiment is more immediate.
fers to as the "21st Century Democracy." We a re members of a
premier liberal arts college,
which prides itself on progressive thinking. Thus, Mr. Nader's
ideas clearly resonate and touch
our sensibilities.
Among the concepts discussed is thatof theneed to combine education with civic practice, thus enabling one to develop a sense of worth. I am
confident that the Trinity community has maintained its responsibility to do just that.
Trinity students and faculty seem to have mastered the
balance between "public life"
and "private life." In more precise terms, one can be hopeful
that the Trinity community has
not lost sight of the larger picture in its drive to attain personal success.
,,
A fitting example of the
balcinrc between "private" and
"public" life which prevails at
Trinity is the Community Outreach program, the largest student organization on campus.
The motivations behind Community Outreach projects is the
desire to give back to the Hartford Community.
Through participation in
activities such as Neighborhood
Posse, Camp For Kids and Habitat for Humanity, to name but a
few, Trinity students demonstrate recognition of personal
responsibility and initiative.

notaddress the deprivation outside its gates.
As Mr. Nader states, it is
essential to utilize one's facilities and resources to the utmost.
It is at this point in the discussion that we must distinguish
betweenselfishness and selflessness.
Mr. Nader further explained that members of the
Trinity community possess "the
ability to make a difference because of the country you live
in." Though 45% of the student
body receives financial aid, it
would be callous to avoid the
sheer fact that a significant number of Trinity students are from
moderately wealthy backgrounds.
For the majority of the student body, there is still time to
relax un. an oasis called Trinity
College. For the Class of 199b,
the implications of Mr Nader's
sentiment are more immediate.
As seniors look towards
graduation, they might begin to ••
consider weighing the difference
betweenselfishness and selflessness in an effort to assume what
Mr, Nader refers to as one's "potential track for leadership."
Perhaps we might heed the
ancient Athenian oath of citizenship to which Mr. Nader alluded: "I pledge to leave Athens
at the end of life better off than
when I entered it."
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The Return of the Blind Date
Restaurant Review
The Tripod is looking for adventurous out-going people who are willing to go on a
blind date and review a restaruant. In exchange for a witty, informative article that
reviews the evening, The Tripod will pay up to $20 per person for a meal at one of
the many restaurants in the Hartford area.
Participants are responsible for their own transportation and must be able to pay for
the meal with a credit card (in order to be reimbursed). The dinners will take place
on Wednesday evenings and will be at a restaurant of The Tripod's choice. (We are
more than open for suggestions.)
We want to hear about the restaruant and the food and, of course, the date.
If interested, fill out the following information and return it to box 702582.

Name.
Box#
Class Year.
Extension _
Male
Female

Box 702582

BE LESS PRODUCTIVE
AT THE OFFICE.
Le office has always been a place to get
ahead Unfortunately, it's also a place where natural
resources can fall behind. So here are some easy ways to
reduce waste at the office. Turn ofl your lights when you

¥'Jv'?,

leave. Drink out of a mug instead of throwaway cups. And

&i!h;

«' /-

*; ^ "•v •*

to cut down on trash, use both sides of a memo. Doing
these things today will help save resources for tomorrow.
Which is truly a job well done. l~800~MY~SHARE.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD. DO YOUR SHARE.
V^V? • A Public Service of
" • • • This Publication

(Sukil

I. Earth Share

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
Thi> Week's Amazing Question h...

What other rules should be enforced upon freshmen?

Kierstie Clark '97

JimMoodie'96

"Take away their credit card
option at Campus Pizza,"

"Come next fall, RAs should do a
bed check to make sure there is no
night time co-ed activity."

Kelly Collis '96 &
Hilary Spivack '96
"Require them to take Intro to I he
View 101 with Marty Trial as the
professor."

X )' )
A

10 DRAFTS 'TIL 11:00 P.M.
COVER ALL NIGHT
3

$ ~ PITCHERS ALL NIGHT
$2^ SHOTS ALL NIGHT

Alternative, All-Request — D.J. Mike Kiraley
Look for giveaways: Mountain Bikes, Ski Trips,
& Much, Much, More!

Any information leading to the return of our
beloved statue will in result one month of free
The Gotham Lounge
entry into Gotham Lounge.
81 Pope Park Highway
The statue is a sentimental part of our club.
Minutes From Campus!
Please help if you can...
(860)951-1315

v

./

-TAR

n

-H

DR +
Must have proper ID. Some restrictions apply.
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Annual Freshmen Show
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor

The annual freshmen show featuring Trinity's four a capella singinggroups
was held on Friday night. Once again,
the Pipes, Accidentals, Trinitones, and
After Dark presented an exciting and
energizing performance that showed no t
only musical talent, but an ability to grab
a crowd and get them involved in the
music, As in past years, it was a huge
success.
By about 7:20 p.m., all seats were
filled and there was little room left in
which to stand as people anticipated the
7:30p.m. start. The audience was a good
mix of freshmen, curious about the types

Jeff Pyle, '97, also stood out with his
outstanding harmonica solo in the group
original, "Dream Woman" sung by Ryan
Saulinier, '97.
The second group to perform was
the all female group, the Trinitones. They
too did some old favorites such as "The
House at Pooh Corner," and the ever
notorious "Adverb" song. The Tones
showed enthusiasm with "Me and Julio
Down by the Schoolyard" sung by Kelly
Crawford/95, and Suzanne Fallander/95,
but didn't show as much diversity as
usual with the rest of their set. The long
line of girls waiting to try out, however,
was a good indication of the Trinitones'
future.
Next came the Accidentals, with a

Despite their questionable skits and distasteful rendition of "California
Dreamin'/' the Pipes showed enthusiasm and captured the audience with the
music they made. "Up the Ladder,"
sung by Ray Jones,'97, was one of their
best, along with "Home Again," one of
the Pipes' signature songs. One aspect
that livened up the Pipes, as well as
many of the other groups, was the returning alums that showed up to sing
and help celebrate the evening. It is a
tribute to the groups, as well as the school,
that so many people still feel a part of the
a capella tradition at Trinity.
Once again, the Pipes, Accidentals,
Trinitones, and After Dark, were able to

putonanexcitingandenergizingperformance that shows not only musical talent, but an ability to grab a crowd and get
them involved in the music. With a mix
of silly, serious, upbeat, and mellow, there
was something for everyone at the show.
Anyone who has missed these groups in
the past should make it a point not to
miss them again.
The Freshmen show, held each year
in the first week of school, is designed to
let new students see the Pipes, Trinitones,
Accidentals, and After Dark in action.
Auditions are traditionally held immediately following the performances, and
anyone interested in joining one or more
of the groups is encouraged to try out.

Once again, the Pipes, Accidentals, Trinitones, and After
Dark presented an exciting and energizing performance
that shows not only musical talent, but an ability to grab
a crowd and get them involved in the music.
of singing groups on campus, and upperclassmen who were returning for
more great music. Despite the extreme
heat and lack of air, everyone appeared
cheerful.
After Dark was the first group to
sing, and came out with energy on their
faces that instantly got the crowd ready
for an hour and a half of singing, laughing, clapping and pure enjoyment. Their
jovial manner combined with upbeat,
enthusiastic music got the audience
whooping and hollering. The set consisted of sixsongs including "My Shoes"
sung by director Artie Kalos, '96. Tyler
Booth, '97, provided his usual back up
grunts and hoots throughout their show.

desperate plea for new men, as they lost
several seniors last year, and hope to
make this year as successful as the past
few have been. As usual, the vested men
put on a smooth performance with songs
like "Stray Cat Strut," sung by Chris
Moses,'98, and "Moondance," with
Michael Zadig/95. The Accidentals stabilized the show and demonstrated true
musical talent with their combination of
barber shop-style songs and ballads like
Billy Joel's "And So it Goes." Although
they are a relatively new group, they
have the poise and maturity of seasoned
performers.
The final group to come out was the
Pipes, Trinity's co-ed a capella group.

Chris Moses '98 of the Accidentals sings "Stray Cat Strut"
at Friday's freshmen a capella Concert

Deep Forest Bohetne: Mew Style; New Influence; Same Quality
cally different musical tastes. Once I got
over my initial disbelief, however, I decided to give Deep Forest a chance at
I first learned of the musical en- impressing me.
semble Deep Forest last year. I was visThe sounds produced by Deep Foriting a friend who encouraged me to est were like nothing I had ever heard
listen to their self-titled debut, Deep For- before. With a combination of African
es t,, insisting that I would absolutely love lyrics and pygmy songs mixed to a dance
it.
beat, Deep Forest had, created a musical
I was highly critical of this opinion style uncontested by any other modern
due to the fact that she and I have radi- band.

BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Editor

WEWANT
YOU!!!!
Do you like music, movies,
theater, dance? Do you like
seeing these events for free?
Write for the Tripod!
The arts section is looking for writers.
Come to our meetings on Tuesday nights
at 10 pm, or call Amy at x2640 or
Elizabeth at x3305.

When I heard that they were releasing a new album, I felt a mixture of
excitement and skepticism. How could
anything compare with their first album
which I found so enchanting? Well, I put
my twelve dollars on the line and made
the purchase of Deep Forest's Bohetne,
I can now report that my purchase
was a wise one, for I enjoy Bohetne a great
deal, perhaps even more than their first
album. However, at first review, I did
not like the album at all.
A new age sound accompanies
Boheme, replacing the predominantly
dance beat used in their first album. I

Deep Forest, Eric Mouqet and Michel
Sanchez, while the influences of their
first album were primarily African,
Boheme was largely influenced by the
sounds of the East.
Transylvania was chosen as their
main musical destination. As the album
progressed, their influence expanded to
Hungary, Byerlorussia, Taiwan and
Mongolia,
Not only are Deep Forest's influences widespread, but there is a cultural
collaboration in Boheme, For instance, the
album includes the melding of Native
American sounds with those of Magyars

There is a distinctly emotional, melancholy aura that is
incorporated into Deep Forest's new album that in no
way exists in their earlier work. Boheme's effect on the
listener is soothing; giving it an excellent "studying"
quality.
'
found tliis initially disturbing, not appreciating the fact that they had, for some
reason, abandoned the dance quality that
I had so enjoyed. After listening to the
album a few more times, however, I soon
changed my mind.
There is a distinctly emotional, melancholy aura that is incorporated into
Deep Forest's new album that in no way
exists in their earlier work. Boheme's.
effect on the listener is soothing, giving it
an excellent "studying" quality. For anyone who enjoys cultural or new age music, Boheme is an album that would be
enjoyable.
I must stress, however, that this album is not just appealing to that particular audience. I myself being a fan of
neither cultural nor new age music, am a
huge fan of Deep Forest. There is a
certain appeal that this ensemble possesses that spans all different formsof
music.

•"••'.

According to the two members of

and Russians.
Songs such as "Bohemian Ballet"
are reminders of their first album in that
they retain the elements of a club dance
beat, whereas other, more plentiful tracks
on the album emit an entirely new sound.
"Marta's Song" and "Lament" are an
example of the new sound as well as the
Eastern European influence displayed
on this album.
For anyone who has never before
sampled Deep Forest, I highly recommend initially listening to their first album. Somehow it is an adequate preface
to Boheme.

For those of you who are still skeptical, give this group a chance. After all,
who would have guessed that an artist
like Seal would have the number one hit
in the country for four weeks? With the
growing popularity of artists such as
Seal and Enigma, Deep Forest is a complimentary addition to this crowd of established musical artists.
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Arts Around Trinity: Everything You Want To Know
BY AMY SHACKELFORD AND
ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editors

What is arts at Trinity? For those of
you who don't know yet, or those of your
who have never known, here it is. Austin

organized vocal groups to our own chamber orchestra. We have four a capella
groups on campus: After Dark and the
Accidentals both all male, the Trinitones
which is all female, and the Pipes coed
group. Two other options are the groups
affiliated with the chapel, Pastoral sing-

... Trinity is a virtual haven of artistic activity. There is
most definitely something for everyone here,so do not
believe it the next time you hear that there is no cultural
life at Trinity.
Arts is not only a place for classes, it is ers and Chapel singers, and the Trinity
Trinity's cultural center. Besides prac- College Gospel Choir. The most fortice rooms and several classrooms, it mally organized chorus on campus is the
holds two theaters, an art gallery, an Concert Choir directed by Gerald
extensive music library, and studio space. Moshell. Newly formed last spring, TrinFor all you theater buffs there are ity College pep band is led by Joe
three musical plays in Goodwin Theater Tranquillo '97. The jazz band offers the
every year including the musical revue community lively and nostalgic entercoming up on November 2,3 and 4. In tainment, while the Chamber Orchestra
addition to musicals, there are several supplies a traditional and impressive
dramas performed in Austin Arts in both repertoire.
the larger theater, and in Garmany Hall
Many students show an active intera more intimate venue. Both Histoire Du est in dance. One of our professors in
Soldat coming in September, and Tales of residence is Judy Dworin who has her
the Lost Tormicans in October are two of own performance ensemble that is prethe larger productions that Trinity will senting two works in progress, "When
host this year. There are also several the Rains Came" and "Ascending," comsmaller scale exhibitions throughout the ing September 13.
course of the year, which are products of
There are several classes in Elements
senior theses, and undergraduate classes. of Movement and African Dance for
These classes include introduction to the- those of you who would like to learn.
ater arts, playwriting, and acting.
Paid dance lessons are also offered
Music is also a big area of interest at through Trinity inquartersessions. These
Trinity. There is a diverse selection of include Elements of Jazz and Ballroom
musical options ranging from informally Dancing. Dance performances are con-

FILE PHOTO

Student work in progress performed as part of Trinity's dance program
stantly going on whether it be works in
progress from a class, or a polished senior thesis.
Studio arts is a popular area of interest for an abundance of Trinity students
and faculty alike. Beyond instruction,
there are a plethora of options for the less
artistically inclined. Trinity owns and
operates two galleries. The Widener
Gallery which is located in Austin Arts
and the Zion Gallery, located on Zion
Street. Both galleries showcase works
created by the Trinity community as well
as visiting artists. Hallden Hall, the art
history building, is home to an enormous slide collection. This collection
includes slide representations of famous

-—Specials a

paintings, architecture, and other works
of art.
Cinestudio, the only student run
movie theater in the country, is located
here on our campus. One of Hartford's
premier theaters, Cinestudio shows both
mainstream blockbusters as well as more
obscure films. Loca ted adjacent to Clement and Goodwin, it is a fun weekend
activity as well as an affordable study
break.
As you can now see, Trinity is a
virtual haven of artistic activity. There is
most definitely something for everyone
here, so do not believe it the next time
you hear that there is no cultural life at
Trinity.

s Cafe

Monday:

It's Monday Movies! 5,000 titles on
hand at all times! $ Well Drinks
Tuesday:
50 cent pool tables 8p.m. -12:30 a.m.
Wednesday: $ 1.50 Budweiser pitchers for patrons

21 and over
Thur-Fri:

It's D.J. Mix. You bring it, our D.J. will
play it free! Dance the night away!

Wanted:
Students for bartenders, 3 doormen
MUST BE 21

455 Zion Street 547-1921
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Tanya Meek To Head
Field Hockey Team

BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sports Editor

After 21 years of coaching field
hockey at Trinity College, Robin
Sheppard has decided to take a break.
Resisting the allure of leading one
of the most talented teams in recent
years, Sheppard has decided to take a
sabbatical for the fall semester. In her
absence, this year's promising team will
be coached by former assistant coach
Tanya Meek.
Meek assumes the head coaching
job after working as a graduate assistant
for the past two years. During that time
she gained valuable coaching experience as an assistant to Sheppard with
both the field hockey and lacrosse teams.
"The Graduate Assistant Program
at Trinity is one of the best in terms of
experience," Meek said.
Besides coaching, Meek also took
classes to complete her Masters Degree
in Public Policy. Her work as a Graduate Assistant has allowed her to continue to be involved in athletics while
preparing for her future in the professional world, "I could not fathom the
thought of graduating and not being
involved in athletics," said Meek.

MECK

FILE PHOTO

a challenge this season because Sheppard
has established a high level of excellence
atTrinity. Sheppard has consistently led
her teams to winning records and has
guided many of her teams to post-season
play. Lastyear,her lacrosse team earned
an NCAA berth and in 1993 her field
hockey team reached the NCAA Final
Four.
This semester, Sheppard will be at
the;University of Houston. She is working in school administration to learn more
"My expectations are sky ". about NCAA issues such as financial
considerations and compliance issues.
"high... I know the players She
will also observe and work with field
hockey and lacrosse teams in the area.
are hungry to get back to
• ForMeck,hernewpositionhasbeen
the post-season." ... .
rewarding but difficult
"I love it, but there are so many
;v
—Tanya Meek
things on my mind," Meek said. "ReA1993 graduate of Drew University sponsibility is always there."
in Madison, New.Jersey, Meek was a
After a subpar year in 1994, Meek is
captain of both her field hockey and la- looking to lea*d fhe toain to a winning
crosse teams and also named ail-Ameri- season.
can. While at Drew she also worked at
"My expectations are sky high,"
many lacrosse and field hockey camps. Meek said. "I know the players are hunMeek said her experiences in college gry to get back to the post-season." With
got her involved with coaching.
12 returning letter-winners, her goal is to
^
"I had 5 or 6 different coaches so. I reach the NCAAs.
"I think theNCAAs are a possibility
could really see what coaching styles
if the team plays as well as I know they
worked and what didn't/' she said.
Despite her experience, Meek faces can," Meek said.

Barkman and Morgan To Lead Field Hockey
continued from page 20

an assistant before temporarily taking
over the reins.
"She knows the game real well,"
Morgan said. "Everybody is used to her."
This season, the non-conference
schedule is unusually difficult. The second game of the year is at Springfield
College, a program which only recently
dropped out of Division I and still has
players left5 over from that era. Other''
important games are the powerhouse
Williams and defending NESC AC champion Middlebury.
Whenasked if Trinity could expecta

winning season out of the field hockey
team, this year, Morgan was characteristically optimistic.
"Absolutely," Morgan said. "We're
individually motivated and universally
well-skilled. Wecan'twaittogetstarted."

THE WRITING CENTER
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Cross Country Team Gets
Running This Weekend
BY JOSHUA H. WATSON
Sports Writer

the three mile high school race to the
f i ve m iles which i s raced a t the collegia te level.
Suitor hopes that his team has
matured from the experience of last

This Saturday, the men's and
women's cross country teams will open
their season at Quinnipiac College. The
team is looking to duplicate the success
it enjoyed in lastyear's meet when both
the men and women were victorious.
Coach George Suitor is optimistic that
the 1995 team will be even more competitive than last year's.
Suitor described last year's season
to be "one of the most successful seasons in Trinity's history," and hopes
that this year's team wil 1 be able to build
upon last year's success. Suitor commented that last year, the men's squad
boasted four solid runners but was in
need of a fifth person to step up.
That person hopes Suitor, will be
senior co-captain E tienne Shannon who year and will be able "to concentrate
was sidelined for much of last season for the full five miles [of a race] and
due to recurring injury.
not just for three or three and a half."
The Quinnipiac Invitational "will
'We run in one of the
serve as a test to see where we stand,"
said Suitor. It will give him a"n "opoughest leagues in the
portunity to compare the runners'
nation, and we're just
times with lastyear's times" to gauge
flie level of improvement.
tying to continually imThe men's team is led by
prove. "
co-captain Shannon and junior cocaptains Charles Baker and Rob
— George Suitor
Johnson. The team will also look for
"The nucleus [of the men's team] is strong performances from sophojack this year," Suitor said, The men's mores Eric Lavigne and Mike
earn will be returning six letter winners O'Connor. Ben Appleyard will be
running Cross Country for the first
vhile losing only one,
"Running is often seen as an indi- time after having a very successful
vidual sport," Shannon said. "But it freshman season running track.
akes a team effort to win,"
The women will be led by co" Suitor also noted thathehadayoung captains Merrideth Minerd '96 and
earn last year and that despite a strong Kathcrine Phelan '96. They will bestart to the 1995 season, the team seemed- hard pressed to replace the losses of
o be burnt out at the end of the last All-American Sarah Stuckey '95 and
;eason. To combat this problem, Suitor two-time All-New Englander Alexis
laid, he has changed the team's training Colby '95, but hope younger runners
egiment so we can expect to see a slower Jill Romano '97, Katherine Bisbee '98,
start, but a stronger finish to the season. Liz Worthy '98 and Sonya Worthy
The inexperience of last year's team '98 will be able to make for another
created other problems far Suitor who successful season.
commented that some of the men expeIn his attempt to strengthen the
ienced difficulty in the transition from program, the cross country team will
be running a much tougher schedule
this year. They will be entering tournaments such as the Connecticut
Championships and the Albany Invitational where they will compete
against solid Division I and II teams.
Suitor is not concerned about winning the Quinnipiac College Invitational this weekend, nor is he worried about the overall wins and losses
this season.
"We. run in one of the toughest
leagues in the nation," Suitor said,
"We're just trying to continually improve,"

Tennis To Start Saturda
continued from page 20

OPENS
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
FOR TUTORING & STUDENT USE
Hours: Monday-Friday 1-4 p.m.
Monday-Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Late Night in Mather:
Sunday and Monday 10:00-Midrright
Drop in or call x2468 for an appoinment.

'98, who tied for the second-best record
at 7-4, holds a lot of hope for the future of
this team being the only sophomore. With
her first season of experience now under
her belt, she should be able to have a
great jitter-free start.
Four freshman were accepted as
CHICK
NELSON
members of the team last Friday. They
come from different spots along the east school team.
with high-school match experience and
Later this month the Bants will besome with tournament play experience, gin regular season play, starting with a
SarahMalonyoutofWorcester, MA, Erica preseason jamboree set tournament.
Veysey from Glen Falls, NY, and Erica
"Team camaraderie looks high from
Mann from Bronxville, NY, all played •the start and I am pleased by the size of
USTA tournaments before attending the team, because with a smaller group
Trinity. Courtney Swain has come a long the more close knit we become," Bartlett
way from her home in Clearwater Beach, said.
FL, where she was the captain of her high
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Women's Soccer Blending Youth With Experience
In 1995, the NESCAC will continue
to be one of the toughest leagues in New
England. There will be very few easy
victories as the Bantams will have to
fight to the top of the league. Amherst
and Williams, two traditional powers,

BY BEN GOLAS
Sports Writer

In 1994, an injury-plagued Trinity
women's soccer team posted a 6-5-4 regular season record on route to the
quarterfinals of the ECAC tournament.
This year, the Bantams hope a combination of youth and experience will supply
the depth the team needs to be successful
in postseason play. Coach Maureen Pine
believes the mixture of veterans and
younger players gives the team a realistic chance of earning a berth in the NCAA
tournament. "Coach is excited about our
team," said tri-captain Sue Lally '96.
"We've never seen her show so much
enthusiasm."
Lally, the all-time Trinity College
leader in saves, will combine her veteran
savvy and goalkeeping skills to continually frustrate the offensive strikes of opposing teams. Two skilled sophomores,
Jennifer Martinelli (2 goals, 1 assist) and
Colleen McGlynn (1 goal, 1 assist), will
join with freshman Courtney Glenn to
anchor the Bantam's dependable defensive corps.
Offensively, the Trinity women's
soccer team will use their own combination of veterans and younger players to
continually pressure opposing defenses.

tm*
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Tenny Rogers will be the Bantams' offensive leader in 1995
Goal scoring opportunities and offen- coverage by opposing defenses last seasive surges will be centered around son. "She will be able to go one-on-one
Alyson Guild '97, the 1994 scoring leader with her defender, control the middle of
with eight goals and four assists. Add- the field and distribute the ball to more
ineto the Bantam's offensive arsenal will people," said Lally. Theadditionof three
be the leadership
..!—£!_:—i.-;_x/t
of tri-captain Maureen talented freshmen to the midfield should
Concannon '96, the versatility of Jennifer free up Rogers, who had 3 goals and 3
Summergrade -97, and the skill of fresh- assists last year, and pose serious problems for opposing defenses. Paige
man, Robin Mack.
The middle of the Bantam lineup Vollmer, Shelly Lozier and Ryan Willwill be anchored by Jenny Rogers '96, iams add tremendous skill and rugged
who was constantly targeted for double play to the Bantam midfield.

High School Drug
Tests Are A Good Idea
Are drugs so prevalent in America
that we now have to test high school
students?
Apparently so.
Commenting on the recent Supreme
Court decision allowing public schools
to drug test their athletes, a Ideal high
school athlete said to me, "If they start
drug testing high school athletes, there
won't be anymore teams." Implying that
most athletes would fail the tests, his
statement shows that America's high
school students have a serious drug problem and need help.
Although ambitious, the plan to
drug testhigh school students seems like

"Coach is excited about our
team. We've never seen her
show such enthusiasm."
—Sue Lally'96

claims that drug testing a student, without suspicion that that student may be
using drugs, is illegal search and seizure
and a violation of due process of the law.

Although ambitious, the
plait to drug test high
school students seems like a
good way to reduce drug '
use at an early age.

Jacksonville Resident Excited
By New NFL Football Team
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Senior Editor

By Clay Siegert

by far the most energetic fans I had ever
seen. This was for a preseason game that
did not count. We lost big, as expected,
but the crowd cheered on till the end.
The Jaguars will be lucky to win three
games this year, but we'll support them

I consider myself a Southerner. I
put Tabasco sauce on everything. Idrink
too much Dr. Pepper. I think Karl Marx
ripped off John C. Calhoun's view of
class struggles. I am studying to be a
Southern historian. But until recently I
did not follow the N.F.L.
I live in Jacksonville, Florida. Why
should I follow the Tampa Bay
Bucanneers, a team which has mastered
the artof losing, when theFlorida Gators
and Florida State Seminoles constantly
are in the hunt for the national title.
Then in November 1993, Jacksonville
received an N.F.L. expansion team and
my world changed.
This may sound unusual, even as they make Tampa Bay look good.
melodramatic, but its true. Jacksonville We'll buy the shirts and banners. We
had for a long time a citywide inferiority even listen to the backup quarterback's
complex when compared to Orlando, radio show. We have gone head over
Atlanta and other nearby cities. Cer- heels for our team.
tainly it had one compared to the other
Jacksonville has finally arrived on
possible expansion cities: Memphis, St. the national scene. The same week that
Louis, Baltimore, Oakland, and Char- I saw the Rams slaughter the Jaguars,
lotte. After receiving the team the city Money magazine. ranked us the third
came alive. Jacksonville united behind best city in America.
the Jaguars — across race and religious
Twenty years ago Jacksonville was
lines as never before in its history. Jack- the capital of Florida's Redneck Riviera.
sonville was progressing. The team was Suddenly the city had arrived. Business
like a shot in the arm and the city moved is booming. We have an N.F.L. team
as never before.
unlike such "cowtowns" as Hartford,
A few weeks ago my girlfriend and Baltimore, and Los Angeles. And as the
I attended a preseason game against the Sun Belt continues to grow and expand
t Louis Rams. The stadium was packed the city will buUd on this momentum. I
and the crowd was excited. I have been have never felt prouder of the city that I
to several football games and we were call home.

But the Supreme Court, in a ruling consistent with other decisions involving
searches of people (i.e. drug testing air
traffic controllers), ruled that the pro teclion of students' health and safety warranted the invasion of privacy.
Because of its concern for students'
well-being, the Supreme Court was right
in abstaining from a strict interpretation
of the Fourth Amendment. Drug tests
are no more of an intrusion to an athlete's
privacy than a preseason physical examination. The purpose of the tests is
a good way to reduce drug use a t an early simply to reduce drug use, not to expose
age. The tests would force teenagers to and punish students like criminals.
An argument could be made that
consider their athletic careers before they
took drugs. Unfortunately, the tests will drug tests are problematic. For example,
be paralyzed by school budget con- a star athlete could be the victim of an
incorrect test. Some say there are other
straints.
With many states, including Con- ways to curb drug use. At some high
necticut, threatening to cut funding for schools, athletes sign a pledge that they
high school athletic programs, there is will not consume alcohol or drugs while
little money left to finance drug testing. in-season. If they are caught, they are
It is unlikely that schools will spend $10- suspended from their team. This type of
$20 for a drug test, when money is needed pact though is unusual, if not extraordinary. In districts where the trust befor equipment and uniforms.
The financial improbability of the tween young people and adults is not as
tests appease their opponents. Those strong, drug testing would be more reliwho dispute forced drug testing contend able.
On the eve of immortality, Cal
If implemented properly, the tests
that it violates students' constitutional
right to privacy. One who believes this is pose a threat that could go a long way in Ripken is still taking everything in stride.
He still fields the questions. He still
James Acton, whose lawsuit against the influencing teenagers to avoid drugs.
Vernonia, Oregon school district was the Drug testing is a dose of reality that grants interviews. He still signs autographs. He still goes out everyday to
basis for the Supreme Court case. He would keep them straight. ;
play shortstop for the Baltimore Orioles. Tomorrow he will become the new
standard for durability in a sport that is
being overrun with primadonna players
Varsity Football team seeks volunteer managers. Assist
egotism. Ripken continues to be a
athletic trainers and coaching staff. Will travel. Must be and
model of the player of yesteryear.
available 1-2 hours on weekdays and for Saturday games.
Lou Gehrig, whose record Ripken
has been chasing for over a decade, set
No experience necessary.
his mark when 'playing for the love of
ext. 2302
* If interested contact Tom McDavitt
the game' actually meant something.

COMMENEVKY

will be out to maintain their status as two
of the elite programs in the country.
Bowdoin and Wesleyan will also be extremely competitive, and the rest of the
league should provide formidable opposition. "It is going to be really tough from
the beginning and that will help our
agressiveness later in the season," said
Rogers.
The opening weekend for the Trinity women's soccer team could set the
tone for the remainder of the season. On
September 14, the Bantams open up
against a toughEastern Connecticut team
at home and then travel to take on Amherst on September 16. Coach Maureen
Pine says, "By that weekend, we will
know a lot."

Kudos To Cal Ripken

WANTED

During his 14-year streak, Gehrig
played hard and put up tremendous
numbers, But because of a debilitating
disease that would later bear his name,
he sometimes played only parts of games.
Ripken has built his streak by playing in almost evert/ inning of every game
he has played in.
It is ironic that a player like Ripken
plays today. ItisnotironicthatRipkenis
the man to break Gehrig's record. He has
been a wonderful p lay er and a tes lament
to the game.
- C.S. and MM.
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1995 Spring Season
Produces Highs and Lows
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor

Traditionally, The Tripod ends its
production year well before the most
important games of the spring sports
season have been played. Last year was
no different.
The beginning of May saw the selection of a Bantam squad to post-season play, the overlooking of another for
the same honor, and recognition for
several individual performances.
The women's lacrosse teambecame
the ftmrth athletic program in school
history to qualify for the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament
since NESCAC schools became eligible
for Division III NCAA play two years
ago. Coach Robin Sheppard's squad
finished the regularseasonwitharecord
of 11-1, and rode a 10-game win streak
into the NCAA quarterfinals. In the
playoffs, the Bantams were defeated by
Middlebury College, 15-8, endingaseason in which the Panthers were the only
eam to beat Trinity.
Three of Sheppard's athletes were
named Division III All-Americans. Saah Menoyo '95 was selected to the first
eam and Robin Leary '95 and Kara
Ryczek '96 were third-team choices,
en Martinelli '98 and Jenny Dakin '97
were na med to the Regional All-America
second team. Leary brokeschool records
for assists in a season (24) and career
55), and tied another with a five-assist
game against Smith. Sharon Fernandes
96, despite having one more year remaining, has already set the school stanard for career saves with 381, •
The baseball team had an eventful •
finaiweekend of the seppin..i\-f ter shut-

'95 and outfielder Mike Ranieri '96 we n
selected to the NEIB A All New-England
first team and played in an All-Sta
game at Fenway Park in Boston.
Third-baseman Chris Lembo '96
was named to the second team
Carbone, currenly Trinity's Sports In
formation Director, was named as a
first team ECAC Division ITT All-Star.
The southpaw hit .420 for the season
and pitched the ninth no-hitter in the
128-year history of Trinity baseball on
April 2. Ranieri was chosen for the
second team, and edged out teammate
Dan Coppola '95 for the college base
hits record 119-118.
The men's lacrosse team, playing
one of the toughest schedules in the
country, finished 1995witha6-9record.
During the year, the team played against
five Division in Top 20 opponents and
the second-ranked team in Division IT.
The season's highlights included victories in the Haverford tournament in
March and wins over Ttifts, Wesleyan
and Union. Co-captain Gus Phelps '95
led the team in scoring with 48 points
(38 goals, 10 assists) and Ed Ronan '96
set a Trinity record with a 261-save
season.
Women's Softball also struggled,
posting a 6-14 record. Freshman Tina
Rideouf. hit .447 and set a school record
with three homeruns, including two in
a game against Williams. Co-captain
BJ, Toolan '95 was named team MVP.
In men's tennis, the best season in
over a decade Was recorded, with the 55 team record being the firstnon-Iosing
season since 1984. The doubles team of
ChaseToogood '96 and Jamie Lawrence
'95 reached the NESGAC semifinals.

irst game of a May double-header, while the lightweight boa t was 2-4. The
achieving the first 20-win season in women's team also registered a winchool history, the Bantams were ning season, finishing 7-4. The 8-man
ounded 16-3 in the nightcap. The next lightweight and. 4-man^heavyweiglit
ay, they recovered twice from within boats participated in the: prestigious
three outs of a loss to .defeat Bates Col- Henley Royal Regatta in late June,
lege 9-7 in a wild 12-inning, 4-hour afGolfer Brendan Monahan '95 firtfair.
. ished eighth in the'NCAA Division III
• With a 21-12 record, Trinity had Golf Championships, earning Alllmost certainly secured a berth in the America honors. The "women's 4X100
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, track team also qualified' for the NCAA
with a number-one seed a distinct pos- . championships, Team memberswere
sibility. However, due to a quirk in Michele Miller '97', Michelle Stone '95,
NESCAC rules, accepting anECACbid Christine Siegfried.'95 and Val Walker
would have made the Bants ineligible '98. Stone was named to the NESCAC
for the NCAAs. Coach Bill Decker and All-Academic team, '
his seniors instead decided to hold out
for an NCAA bid, which they did not
Statistics and pos t-seasm award winreceive.
ners are provided courtesy of the Sports
Pitcher/ first-baseman Al Caibone Information Department.

Can you work o
video camera?
The varsity field hockey team is looking for
someone interested in filming practice A N D all home
games. This is a paid position, interested parties
should contact Chantal LaCroix at extension 2057.

The varsity football team is looking for an individual
interested in filming home football games, including
the Blue-Gold Scrimmage this Saturday, interested
parties should contact Tom McDavitt at extension 2302.
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McDavitt Plays Football In Europe

FIU; PHOTO

Tom McDavitt '95 fakes out a defender in a German Football League
game last summer.

BYCLAYSIEGERT

Sports Editor
Former Trinity College football star
Tom McDavitt of Plymouth, MA spent
this past summer playing for the Noris
Rams in the German Football League.
McDavitt, a 1995 graduate of Trinity,
played in 8 games for the Rams. Playing
mostly as a wide receiver, McDavitt
scored 7 touchdowns.
During his collegiate career at Trinity, McDavitt was one of the most successful receivers of all-time. He holds
College records for receiving yardage in
a career (2,364) and career touchdowns
(23). A four year letter-winner in both
football and track, McDavitt was named
NESCAC Offensive Player of the Year
and First Team ECAC Division III New
England at the conclusion of the 1994
season.
For McDavitt, who has returned to
campus to coach football, the level of
play in Germany was a step up from

NESCAC competition. Being the only
DivisionlH player in the league, McDavitt
faced stiff competition. "At first, the
other players didn't give me much respect," he said, "but then they saw that I
could play."
The German Foo tball League is comparable to that of Division I-AA collegiate football. Eight American players
are allowed on each team, but only two
can be on the field at one time. "Being an
American, a lot of Germans look up to
you as a player" he said.
McDavitt also played some quarterback for the Rams. He appeared in
two games as a quarterback but struggled.
"Rusty isn't the word to describe how I
played. I was just bad," he said.
After his summer abroad, McDavitt
has aspirations to continue playing professionally. "If the opportunity came up
I would take it into consideration, "he
said.
• ..
AI Carbone, Sports Information Director, contributed to this story.

SENIORS, JUNIORS AND SOPHOMORES...

Who will be the next President, Vice President and
Secretary of your class?
It's up to you to choose!!
Elections for your class officers
will be held on

Wednesday, September 13,1995
9 a.m.-7 p.m. in the Mather Lobby.
Cast your vote and make a difference!
(And help win a FREE pizza party for your class!)

Please call Karen Isgur, your Class
Advisor, at ext 2406 for more

THIS WEEK IN
BANTAM

Henley Ceeatta

[Saturday September 9
Cross Country @ Quinnipiac 11:00J
Women's Tennis @ Wesleyan
IJamboreeiO^OO

RvantTbBeX
Sportswriter
for The
\Tripod ?
Call Clay @ x 2878 or
Call Mark @ x 2946
No experience necessary

Members of the varsity 8-man leghtjveight
and 4-raan heavyweight crews competed in
the 1995 Henley Royal Regatta in Henleyon-Thames, England. Rowers competing
in this prestigious event were the
following:
8-man lightweight boat
Matthew Cini '96 Caleb Howard '95
Doug Connelly '95 Adrian West '97
Marc Franzoni '96 Alex Ladd '95
Rich Gienopie '96 John O'Hara '97
Leigh Burwick '98 (coxswain)
4-man heavyweight boat
Wayne Ogorzalek '95
I Jeremy Wilnierding '95
1 Rob Lovett '96
Dale Irving '95
Courtesy: Sports Information Department

1995 ECAC NEW ENGLAND DIVISION III
BASEBALL ALL-STAR
TEAM
P Scott Dunn
Suffolk
P Bill Robertson N.Adams St.
C Colin Cash
Tufts
1B Al Carbone
Trinity
2B Scott Kopecky Saive Regina
3B Jesse Carpenter Wesleyan
SS Joe Funaro*
ECSU
OF Jason Lariviere So. Maine
OF Eric Roepsch Framingham St.
OF Matt Bouchard Wentworth
OF Darwin Hernandez Suffolk
DH Dave Adams Westfield St.
*Player of the Year
Note: Trinity's Mike Ranieri was chosen
to the second team.
Courtesy: Sports Information Department

1995 SPECIAL ATHLETIC HONORS
AWARD
George Sheldon McCook Trophy
Trinity Qlub of Hartford Award
I ECAC Student-Athlete Award
Jarron Award
I Susan E. Martin Award

WINNER
DESCRIPTION
N.Tucker McLean '95 Senior male exhibiting diligence, conscientiousness, manliness,
courtesy, self-control and honor at all times
B J . Toolan '95
Senior woman of good scholastic standing and distinction in
athletics; diligence, conscientiousness, discipline, dependability,
courtesy, self-control, uprightness and honor
Jared D. VonAtt '95 Senior male most outstanding in athletics and scholarship
athletics and scholarship
on fields of competition with

p

Board of Fellows Award
Robert R. Bartlett Awards

Shai^ernandes
Keyne Barry '96/
Dart Smith
k

Larry Silver Award
Trinity Bantam Award

woman* voted most outstanding in athletics and scholarship
female student combining excellence in athletics with
n to community/campus service
""Student contributing most to athletic program as non-player
y N<ii-stud^ntjrtiajcing distinguished contribution to Trinity sports
v 4
** ' program

Courtesy. Sports Information Department

College £ieto Cafe

01

SAVE $$ At The Uiew
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Ip 1U w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 8 pm, expires when you graduate

Watch Sunday Afternoon Football
At The View
*=MiI's Best.

$4 Pitchers*All Day Sunday
w/ Coupon

1995 WOMEN'S
LACROSSE TEAM
The 1995 fall athletic season has yet
to kick off here on campus, but since
our sponsors so generously pay for this
feature, the sports editors have decided
to recognize the entire laxwoman
squad.
Led by Coach Robin Sheppard,
women's lacrosse team became the
fourth program in school history to
qualify for the NCAA tournament last
May. The team's 11-1 record, spurred
by a 10-game win streak to end the
regular season, gained it a date with
Middlebury in the NCAA
quarterfinals, where its season ended.
We hope the four-month wait to
gain the Tripod's highest honor was
well worth it.

**.
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Chemistry Should Bond Football Defense
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Writer

With the pressure of moving into dorms, finding classes
and meeting new people, the
first week of a new school year
is always difficult.
Try doing it during preseason football camp.
That's exactly what the
members of the Trinity College
Football team have been doing.
Every year, the team goes
through two-a-day practice ses. sions to prepare for the season.
But this year, the preseason has
been a little tougher. But, "it
has been the best camp tha 11' ve
been a part of" said Senior captain Ryan Hankard.
The football team, coached
.SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
by Don Miller, is going for it's Senior defensive tackle Jon Colas eludes Morkcis againsi Tufls lasi
season.
17th consecutive winning season. This year's team is hoping there will be plenty of competi- they deserve to play." The Ban- for 107 total tackles last year and
to improve on the 6 and 2 record tion for those empty spots.
tams' a ttitude should carry them 7 sacks. The secondary returns
from a year ago. The team
In the past, the team had through its tough' NESCAC junior Bob Ayer and sophomore
graduated 17 letter winners, so more proven talent which the schedule starting on September Craig Borsari.
Bantams could rely on to step up 23 at Colby College.
Among those who will be
and make the big plays. This
The Bantams will rely on its vying for starting roles in the
"We have a great
year's team has a very different strong defense this season. The secondary are seniors Aric
team chemistry.
situation. "We have a great team defense returns six starters and Alibrio and Anthony Ruocco,
chemistry," said Hankard. "Ev- many others with game experi- junior Ryan Saulnier and
Everyone from the
eryone from the freshmen to the ence. Leading the defense will sophmore Brendan Falvey. Junfreshmen to the seseniors are contributing to this beHankard. Lastyear,Hankard iors Rob Norton and Brad
year's squad."
- ^
had. 36 solo tackles, 96 assists Worhtington will make major
niors are contributSo far, the less experienced and 3 interceptions. Joining him contributions at outside lineplayers have been quite impres- a t linebacker will be senior Marc backer and on special teams. Zeb
ing to this year's
sive. Senior Jono Lenzner said, Pezzuto (11 solo,54 assists). An- Andrews '96 and Brad Mantle
squad."
"This year's team is made up of choring the defensive line are '98 will be counted on to cona lot of scrappers who really want seniors Jon Golas and Lenzner. tribute to the defensive line.
— Ryan Hankard
to play and want to prove that Golas and Lenzner combined
Although the team is look-

Tennis Team Optimistic
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
'farts Writer

This fall may well mark a
season of improvement for the
women's varsity tennis team
due to some familiar faces and
fourhew additions to the team.
The women finished off with a
7-4 regular season record last
fall, making them fifth in New
England Division III. They
hope to hold themselves in the
top five again this fall and try
their best to challenge the top
schools of Amherst and Williams. •
Head Coach Wendy
Bartlett willbeginher 12thseason with anew assistant, Kelly
Berry. Berry comes to Trinity
withanimpressiveresume. She
has worked at Avon Country.
Club, Farmington Farms and
has coached for Miss Porter's
Prep School. "Kelly really
knows her stuff," Barlett said.
"I am happy to have her along
with us." '
The biggest blow to this
team in preseason was the loss
of last year's freshman star
Amy Bingaman, who finished
with a 7-4 record in the third
spotfor theLady Bants. Lale in
the summer, Coach Bartlett
received a call from Bingaman .
who expressed an interest in
transferring, Bingaman now
attends Georgetown University.

Despite the loss of
Bingaman, the team is upbeat
and looking forward to a great
season. No startingplayers were
lost to graduation, and the returnees, having been exposed
to' their coach's ideas on stroke
improvement for so many years

"I am pleased by the
size of the team,
because with a
smaller group the
more close knit we
become,"
—Wendy Bartlett
now, all are nope this season
will be their best yet.
Anne Chick, '96, beginning
her 4th season, will most likely
be in the top spot again this year.
She was elected lastseason to be
co-captain with Holly Nelson,
'%, who held the #2 spot and
hasbeen on the team for3 years.
Otherre turning
letterwiruiers include juniors
Carrie Birgba.uer and Katie
Reifenheiser. Playing number
four singles last season,
Reifenheiser. compiled a. winning 6-5 record while Birgbauer,
from the fifth position; ended
up with the best season record
in singles of 9-2. AbiaH Folger
please- turn to page 16

ing very strong so far, it faces
one problem. The number of
players on the team is down
from years past. This gives the
defense little depth at some positions. However, the enthusiastic competition for positions
will keep the Bantams strong.
"Even though the numbers are
down on this year's team, there
will always be someone willing
to step in to fill the void" said
Senior Tiger Reardon.
What makes this year's defense so important, is that they'll
be counted on to dictate the flow
of the game. In the past, Trinity
football could rely on its highpowered offense to win games.
This year the defense will have
to control the opposition's attack for the team to be successful.
There are going to be many
new faces playing on bo th sides
of the ball this year. The experienced defense led by Hankard
& Co. will lead a new Trinity
College Football squad. There
may not be a lot of guys up for
preseason awards, but the team
could be a surprise in the league.
"There are a lot of good players
on this team that theleague probably doesn't know about" said
Hankard. In order for the Bantams to be successful this year,
they will have to maintain the
chemistry that they have built
so far this season. According to
one senior tight end, "we'll be
good....trust me!" -

Field Hockey Looking J w Return lb Glory
BY ADAM KLTRKJIAN
Sports Writer

After their first losing season in twenty years, the varsity
women's field hockey team is
poised to pursue the league title
after a disappointing 6-8 season
last year. ;

BARKMAN
Along with the loss of four
players from last year's squad,
the team will also miss the guidance of longtime coach Robin
Sheppard, who, after winning
over two hundred games in
twenty years at Trinity, is taking a sabbatical this year. Former
Graduate AssistantTanya Meek
will take over as the interim
coach in Sheppard's absence.
Captains Heather Morgan
'96 and Mali Barkman '96 look
to lead an enthusiastic and tightknit group of young, talented
players to another winning season. Morgan, who scored one
goal and had four assists in 1994,
has been a staple of the Bantam
defense since her freshman year.
Barkman, who had two goals

last year, has provided outs tandingmidfield play for years. Both
players were members of the
,1993 NCAA Final-Four squad
that was the first ever NESCAC
team to accomplish such a feat.
The defense returns many
players from last year's team,
and looks to face opponents with
an impenetrable wall. Morgan,
along with fellow senior Alexa
Raether and junior Jenny Dakin,
will anchor a defense that was
among thebestintheleaguelast
year.
Letter-winner
Vivian
Chong '96 is also expected to
contribute after a one-year absence from the team, while
Kirsten Stedd '98 looks to fill the
void left by former goal tender
Alisha Wayman. Stedd has
shown some promise in the preseason despite having to recover
from a dislocated shoulder.
A deep and talented corps
returns at midfield, including
Barkman, and junior Katie
Altshul and sophomore Ali
Blicharz. With midfield being
one of the most physically demanding positions on the field,
these returnees shoulder the crucial responsibility of acting as a
bridge between the offense and
defense. Barkman is noted for
her offensive prowess, while
Altshul and Blicharz are known
for their
well-rounded
athleticism.
The forwards are young
and loaded with talent—a combination which bodes well for

the future of Trinity field hockey.
The oldest forward is junior Jofy
Waldman, who teammates say
delivers "unbelievable, blinding
speed."
Waldman scored four goals
and had five assists in 1994.
Anna Norland was a freshman
stand-out last year leading the

MORGAN
team in scoring with seven goals.
Other sophomores expected to
lead the attack are Ashley
Knowles and Robin Zopolsky.
Despite its youth, this group is
far from inexperienced.
This year's freshman class
provided the largest number of
girls coming out for the team in
at least four years.
The key to how far this team
goes will be keeping an inspired
and positive attitude. A February trip to Bermuda for the returning players helped sharpen
their skills as well as contribute
to the overall team unity.
Morgan also emphasizes
the importance of Meek, having
known the team for two years as
please turn to page 16

